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Welcome 

Hello Tanzania Photography Tour Participants!

This tour packet serves as your reference for your upcoming 
photography expedition! It is FILLED with information for you. 
Covering photographic gear recommendations, travel and 
packing tips as well as any practical information you may need to 
know for this photo tour.

Over the past few months you should have received emails with 
flight suggestions, itinerary updates and various essential 
information.  Between the tour packet, and email updates, it is our 
goal to keep you as well informed as possible. As always, please 
don’t hesitate to ask our team questions (although we may refer 
you back to the tour packet if that information has already been 
covered). We do recommend downloading this packet to your 
smartphone or tablet for easy access during the tour.

Please keep in mind that this tour is an ADVENTURE. 

Although we do have an itinerary planned, you are coming with us to adventure, photograph, learn 
and have an experience! We like to keep things flexible to ensure the best possible photographic 
experience. This may mean changing plans last minute to catch the best light, weather, etc. That is 
part of the fun and experience with us! 

Touring in areas such as this is subject to continual changes and adjustments, necessitated by 
conditions or other unforeseen circumstances. Our MPA operations team, and Tanzanian guide 
team and tour partners at Thomson Safaris are committed to providing the best experience possible, 
and may need to adjust the intended itinerary in order to do this. This might be done without any 
advance announcement to booked passengers. You will soon come to learn that our favorite word 
during these trips is “flexibility.” Some of the most incredible images come from adventuring and just 
experiencing without being too locked into a set time frame

Our goal is to make this an enjoyable photographic adventure unlike any other available. To make 
this happen, please be flexible and enjoy! WE ASK FOR NO NEGATIVE moods!

Please feel free to email if you have any questions or need any help. We are here to serve and we 
strive to provide experiences and photographic education unavailable quite like we do anywhere in 
the world.  The 4 key words we shoot for with each of our photo tours are: Photography – Travel – 
Friendship – and Adventure!  It is our sincere hope that all 4 of these things are fulfilled.

Our clients, as many of you are doing on this trip, return again and again. We are always trying to 
improve the experience.  Please know we will be there with you working hand in hand on in this 
adventure of a lifetime!   Below are some travel tips to help you in preparation for this incredible 
experience we are all about to embark on together. 

- The McKay Photography Academy Team Tour Team
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McKay Photography Academy Team* 

*Note - Specific tour instructors are scheduled, although may change based circumstances.  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Who’s Who? 

On each of our tours we work with various partners to bring our guests the very best experience. We rely 
on their various expertise and on-the-ground knowledge for some of our more exotic locations. To prevent 
any potential confusion we wanted to give you a breakdown and explanation of who each company is that 
we’re working with on the Mongolia Tour.

McKay Photography Academy - This is us! The team will be available to you for photography instruction 
and to make sure this adventure lives up to the MPA mantra! Photography – Travel – Friendship – and 
Adventure!

Nick Sharples - Nick will be managing the tour remotely and will be available to answer any and all of your 
questions related to the tour. You can reach Nick and our team at hello@mckaylive.com.

Thomson Safaris- Our personal Safari guide team is operated by Thomson Safaris They will be providing 
the ground guiding, transportation, and all of our tour needs as we travel throughout Tanzania. Please 
note that beyond our regular tour pack, is supplemental information directly from Thomson 
Safaris.  We have worked with Thomson now on over 8 tours to Tanzania and know you will have 
an incredible McKay Photography experience of a lifetime Academy with our guides and friends!

McKay Photography Academy

MPA Emergency Contact Info:

i. MPA Travel Cell: +1 (916) 458-2897
ii. email hello@mckaylive.com
iii. Nick Sharples - MPA Logistics: 1 (916) 541-1634

Emergency Contact Information 

Please start with the first contact and work your way down the list.

PLEASE use the specific tour Groupme first to get a response from the instructors on the tour! 
Info on the groupme app is in the following pages.



FLIGHT DELAYS & DELAYED BAGGAGE 
IMPORTANT – PACK THIS IN YOUR CARRY-ON 

If your flight is delayed, only an airline representative can make changes to your flights.  

Flight delays can be frustrating, but you will arrive in Tanzania soon. Keep your sense of adventure! 

1. If you miss your flight to Tanzania, speak with an airline agent to confirm your space on either:

a. A same day flight to an African hub (i.e., Nairobi) with continuing service to Tanzania

b. The next day’s flight to Tanzania

2. Once your new flight plans are confirmed, please contact us with your new arrival details. From

North America, please contact the U.S. office or emergency line (otherwise call the Tanzania office):

Kilimanjaro International Airport (JRO) Arrivals 

Time of Day (EST) Who to call Number 

9:00am - 5:30pm EST      *Mon-Fri only 
8:00am - 10:00pm EST 

Thomson Safaris U.S. Office 
Thomson Safaris emergency line 

617-923-0426 or 800-235-0289
617-610-7790 (cell phone)

10:00pm - 9:00am EST Thomson Safaris Tanzania office 
Shamim; Operations 
Sharon; Operations  
Matthew; Reservations 

011-255-27-250-8551
011-255-754-755-681 (cell phone)
011-255-786-755-681 (cell phone)
011-255-754-755-682 (cell phone)

Other Arrivals 

If you are scheduled to arrive elsewhere, please call a representative below: 

Location Who to Call Number 
Dar es Salaam Coastal Travels, Ltd 011-255-752-627-825 (cell phone)
Kigali, Rwanda Thomson Safaris Tanzania office Please see table above

Zanzibar Discover Zanzibar 011-255-777-417-948 (cell phone)

All Other Emergencies U.S Embassy,
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

011-255-22-266-8001 x4122
(x4111 after hours)

DELAYED BAGGAGE: If you arrive in Tanzania and your baggage has not arrived with you: 

1. Go to the lost luggage office in the airport terminal and file a claim for your missing baggage

2. Inform the Thomson Safaris staff member who picks you up that your baggage has not arrived and

provide him with the claim information

3. Your guide will keep you informed while the Tanzanian office tracks down your bag

Additional costs incurred due to flight delays are at your own expense. Review your travel insurance for coverage specifics. 

When calling a Tanzanian number while in Tanzania: Drop the 011-255, and replace with "0" 

When calling internationally from outside of North America: Drop the 011 and use 00 

Tanzania time is Eastern time +8 hours from November-March and +7 hours April-October 



TANZANIA SAFARI EXPECTATIONS 
. 

Accommodations 
 Your Nyumba is a spacious, walk-in, custom-designed canvas tent with bug-proof, fine mesh screens.
 Beds have proper mattresses, fine linens, and pillows.
 En-suite bathrooms include eco-friendly pump-flush toilets, safari-style pull-chain showers (flip-flops recommended), wash

basin, and towels.
 Staff will be available at all times and a night watchman patrols the grounds.

Meals & Laundry 
 Meals are taken in a group dining tent unless otherwise noted.
 A cash bar (beer, wine, soft drinks, etc.) is also available.
 Laundry is available at camp for a small fee, weather permitting.

Electrical Power 
 Nyumbas use solar-powered lighting; please bring a headlamp as back-up and for late-night reading.
 There are no power outlets in the Nyumbas; charge all batteries, spares, and devices before leaving home.
 Devices, excluding laptops, can be recharged in US-style outlets in Thomson Land Rovers during drives.
 Lodge outlets require either UK or European adapters for use.

Weather Conditions & Altitude 

Month High °F Low °F 
September - May 80’s 50s (early mornings & evenings) 
June - August High 70’s 40s (early mornings & evenings) 

 Evening temperatures at higher elevations around the Ngorongoro Crater and in the Eastern Serengeti Ecosystem may fall
as low as 40° F; please pack cold-weather clothing accordingly.

 Sporadic rain may occur year round; a lightweight waterproof jacket is recommended.

Wildlife Viewing & Culture 
 Your highly trained guides will find the best wildlife viewing locations each day with varying morning and afternoon drives.
 There are limited toilet facilities while wildlife viewing. Please bring hand sanitizer and toilet paper for possible bush stops.
 You will be traveling by Land Rover over bumpy roads. Those with back issues may wish to bring a travel back-pillow or

lumbar-support belt.
 Your guide will answer any questions you have about local customs and traditions and explain when it is appropriate to take

photos of local people – if you are not sure just ask!

Guests’ Responsibility 
 Luggage must be a soft-sided duffle bag, weighing no more than 33 lbs.
 Guests are responsible for biodegradable shampoo and conditioner, a headlamp, cold weather gear, waterproof jacket, flip-

flops, hand sanitizer, and toilet paper (during wildlife viewing).
 Guests must alert the Thomson Safaris Boston office about dietary restrictions prior to 90 days before departure.

 I have read and understand the above, and I choose to proceed on behalf of myself and my party. 



1. We hold our core ingredients Photography, Travel, Friendship, Adventure as first and foremost in all we 
do. Understanding that all are of equal important components and importance to the way we do business 
and to what we desire our clients to experience.

2. We do what we do because we enjoy it, are passionate about it, and want our clients as well as ourselves 
to have an incredible experience with every tour. We will place our client's photographic needs first and 
foremost on every tour.

3. We will be giving and generous in who we are and what we do with each other, with our clients, and our 
travel partners. We will always give it everything we have!

4. We recognize we cannot make everyone “happy”. We will work hard to see that every client has an 
incredible experience, but we also understand that it is impossible that everyone will always be happy. We 
understand everyone is unique and we may or may not be the best fit for some. With that, we will always 
strive to be the best at what we do for all clients!

5. We will be true to ourselves, with each other, and our clients. We will strive to be authentic and honest in 
our words and deeds. This will allow us to continue to be passionate about what we do and give us the 
ability to give 100% of who we are individually and as a team, to each other and our clients without holding 
back for fear of saying or doing the “wrong” thing.

6. We will speak up about what we feel and think. This includes even if it means a client may disagree 
because we value integrity each other,other clients, the planet, and our overall client experience more than 
anything.

7. We value truth, equality, and justice for all people of all backgrounds and belief systems.

8. We value the world in which we live and the environment. We recognize how we are a part of it as well as 
how we can help be a voice of change.

9. We will not be silent when we hear or see someone treating us, others, or the world that we live in, with 
disrespect.

10. We are a team! We will always work together to help educate each person on a photography tour to the 
best of our abilities. As instructors, we are each unique and carry various abilities and tools within our 
education “toolbox”.  We cannot, nor should we be expected to have every answer. However, we will do all 
we can to find the answer for our clients and seek help from each other in doing so.



• At MPA , we are a team! We are friends, individual business owners, and professional photographers with 
thousands of hours each as our background.  Individually, and as a team, we continue the pursuit of our own 
education to always become better as photographers and educators.

• We consider our relationships with our clients as much more than just client/instructor relationships. We consider 
them a partnership where we all bring something to the table to help each other grow and learn and see the beautiful 
world and all that is in it. Through this, we also hope to bring change and create a better place then where we 
started. MPA is MUCH more than just photographic educational tours. It is life experiences!

• We work to help each person on a photography tour to the best of our abilities with all we have to offer.

• As instructors , we are each unique individuals within the team and carry various abilities and tools within our 
education “tool box”.

• We cherish that we each have a different way we present the way in which teach. This allows for our clients to 
have various thought processes in which to learn. We are not here to tell you “our” way, but to hell you learn and 
start understanding what works best for you as an individual! To help you find “your” way.

• We cannot nor should we be expected to have every answer to every system or lens on the market.  However, we 
will do all we can to find the answer for our clients and seek help from each other in doing so.

• We do not know it all nor do we or others enjoy when people like to be “know it alls”.

• Clients should expect that all MPA instructors will do their very best to help you achieve top notch photography 
education . We will pour ourselves into you. We do not take that lightly and we ask you do the same.

• We are here to serve but not be your servants. We respect our clients and ask that we are respected. The 
instructor/client relationship should be one of partnership!

• We will not tolerate aggressive behavior (vocally or physically) towards us , other clients, or those we partner with.

• To give the best educational experience, we want to work with each client individually and in a group setting. We 
will have a small client to instructor ratio on every tour in order to give you what we believe  to be the best 
photographic educational experience available.

• We understand that we have various people of all types of photographic abilities and personalities on our tours. We 
are here for everyone.

• Clients should expect that all tours are a “two way” street where we will ask questions of our clients, but our clients 
must ask questions of us as we cannot “read” minds.

• As a partnership , we all must be flexible on a tour. It must be understood that everyday will present unexpected 
situations and occurrences.  Flexibility and a great attitude are a necessity of both the MPA instruction team as well 
as clients on a tour. This allows for a better educational and overall environment for all in a tour.

MPA Instructor/Client Partnership Creed. 

At McKay Photography Academy we have crafted our team and tours over many years. We 
continue to grow and learn ourselves. We also work to create the best possible environment for 
our clients we feel we can offer. 

In order for our team and our clients to get the most out of every photographic tour , we present 
to you the MPA Instructor/Client Partnership Creed. 



Dates, Transportation & Accommodations 

Dates & Flights:
Our MAIN tour begins at Kilimanjaro airport on March 23rd with a night in Arusha. 

For those arriving with the McKay Team, you will go through customs and clear passport and entry. The 
McKay team as well as Thomson will be there waiting with a sign for McKay Photography Academy!

Keep an eye on your belongings at ALL TIMES! You will be tired and it is easy to lose sight or leave 
something. We have seen this happen MANY TIMES! 

Please stay with your bags and allows ONLY the McKay team or Thomson drivers to handle your 
luggage.

During our stay, the Thomson team will be available to handle all of your luggage at the Nyumba camps. 
You will not have to carry anything unless you choose. They are AMAZING! 

While at the hotels, it is very safe to allow your bags to be handled by the porters. However, please 
keep an eye on your luggage in the lobby of all hotels.

Please thank your porter with a small tip as well. USD is fine and widely accepted in Tanzania.

BOOKING YOUR FLIGHTS - TBA

Please do NOT make your reservation with flights until we give you the go ahead. Due to the current 
Covid19 issues, airlines have been shuffling their schedules, changing routes and more. 

We will be giving you EXACT instructions on flights  for BOTH arrival and departure! 

McKay Photography Academy
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Itinerary 
*Subject To Change 

Tanzania

McKay Photography Academy

3/23/21 Tuesday
Arrival into Arusha
Arrive this evening into Arusha where you will be warmly welcomed.

Transfer from Kilimanjaro Airport With Your Group
Thomson will meet you at the airport and transfer you to your comfortable lodge. Complimentary with Delta/KLM arrival tonight.
Accommodations: The Arusha Hotel

3/24/21 Wednesday

Arusha to Eastern Serengeti Ecosystem
Northern Tanzania is a relatively small area, so it only takes a brief scenic flight to bring you to a whole new world of cultural 
interest and natural beauty. Take in breathtaking views of Lake Natron and the Maasai “mountain of god”, Ol Doinyo Lengai, 
which is an active volcano.

Flight from Arusha to the Eastern Serengeti Ecosystem
Extra Baggage Allowance on Internal Flight(s)
You will have an additional baggage allowance on your internal flight. The total weight of your bags cannot exceed 50 pounds.

Meet Your Guide at the Airstrip
You will be welcomed upon arrival at the airstrip. Your guide will accompany you throughout your safari, offering cultural 
insights, wildlife spotting expertise and in-depth knowledge of wildlife behavior.

Safari Briefing
Your head guide will brief you on your itinerary and review the expectations for your safari, giving you a taste of what’s to come. 
Please ask the guide questions at this time and as they come up during the safari.

Introduction to the Nature Refuge
Your guide will give you a brief tour and history of the 10,000-acre refuge as you make your way to camp. Enjoy wildlife viewing 
along the way, one of the tangible results of conservation efforts in the area. Giraffe, eland, dik dik, ostrich, leopard and even 
wild dog can be seen in this unique wildlife haven, dubbed “Giraffic Park” by one enthusiastic guest.

Lunch at Your Nyumba
You can relax at your Nyumba and enjoy a tasty lunch.

Afternoon Wildlife Viewing in the Eastern Serengeti Ecosystem
Enjoy wildlife viewing this afternoon in the Eastern Serengeti Ecosystem. Be on the lookout for rarer species, such as the bat-
eared fox and the smaller animals that are sometimes overlooked, such as the mongoose, hyrax, dik dik, and klipspringer.

Late Afternoon Walk
Stretch your legs on a brief but scenic walk this afternoon. As one recent guest put it, the nature refuge is “a magical place of 
peace and beauty,” and there’s no better way to experience it than on foot. A local wildlife scout will accompany you and your 
guide on this walk, pointing out nearby wildlife.

Photo Tech Tent Available Until 9pm
Your group will have exclusive access to a photo tent while staying at Thomson Camps. Chairs, tables, lighting and a generator 
are provided in this tent so you can clean and recharge equipment and download photos. Please note that the generator will be 
turned off promptly at 9pm each night in order to preserve the pristine ambiance of the wilderness at night.
Accommodations: Eastern Serengeti Nyumba
Meals Included: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
 



Eastern Serengeti Ecosystem
As you get to know this special place, you will probably come across a half-mile long creekbed lined by whistling thorn trees and 
umbrella acacias. The trickling seasonal stream is a humble, yet incredibly important part of this ecosystem and represents the 
spirit of symbiosis that makes this place so unique. Thomson Safaris works alongside the Maasai to conserve a vast pristine 
wilderness of wooded savannah and open grassland covering 12,600 acres within the Serengeti ecosystem.
Habitats are being restored. Wildlife is being given greater refuge. Communities are becoming empowered through education, 
involvement, and direct benefits from tourism. It is becoming a place of happiness and harmony between wildlife preservation 
and community-based tourism that will one day be a model for similar efforts. During your stay at the refuge, you will have many 
opportunities to explore the wilderness and the culture of the Maasai.

3/25/21 Thursday

Morning Hike in the Eastern Serengeti Ecosystem
Head out on a light hike this morning. The terrain will be fairly mild, but make sure that you have comfortable shoes with good 
traction. Being out on the plains on foot at this time of day is magical.

Enjipai Women’s Group Visit
The Enjipai Women’s Group was formed by a small group of Maasai women with a great entrepreneurial spirit. They paired their 
skills as artisans and homemakers with their desire to help their own families, as well as the community in general. Now 
numbering over 100 members, the collaborative already has several successful projects under way. A maize grinding machine, 
donated by Thomson Safaris and one of our past guests, is now providing a much-needed service to women who previously had 
to walk great distances to have their grains milled. The women of the collaborative are also enjoying brisk sales of their intricately 
beaded crafts to visitors. While each member makes an individual profit, a portion of all sales also goes into a community fund 
which was established for education and healthcare initiatives.
Lunch at Your Camp
Sit down to a delicious home-cooked lunch with amazing views.

Maasai Storyteller
Maasai elder Nekaaki Kioki is a feisty grandmother and fantastic storyteller. She knows hundreds of Maasai folktales and tells 
them in a truly dramatic fashion. Gather around to listen to her tell folktales, which are translated into English.

Maasai Boma Visit
Immerse yourself in the semi-nomadic culture of the Maasai by visiting a boma, which is a settlement of circular mud-and-dung 
Maasai homes. Many Maasai still roam the plains of northern Tanzania with their herds of cattle, maintaining their traditions while 
adapting to new ways of life. Learn more about their extraordinary culture as you tour the boma and take in the scenes of village 
life.

Night Wildlife Viewing Drive
Take to the plains and wilds after dark for a night drive in the Eastern Serengeti Ecosystem. Night drives offer thrills and possible 
sightings of nocturnal creatures, such as spring hares, aardvarks, and porcupines. More than anything, the night drive offers an 
adventure few travelers in Tanzania have the chance to experience.
Accommodations: Eastern Serengeti Nyumba
Meals Included: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

3/26/21 Friday

Eastern Serengeti Ecosystem to Serengeti National Park
Head west toward the Serengeti on a rugged road that cuts through a landscape riddled with craggy hills and thickly wooded 
gullies. Maasai bomas appear seemingly out of nowhere. The rough road to Klein’s Gate takes you along the Grumeti River, 
which serves as one of the Serengeti’s two main water sources as it flows from one end of the park to the other before emptying 
into Lake Victoria. At the gate, you enter the Serengeti along its northeast border; the Maasai Mara Game Reserve and Kenyan 
border are less than 15 miles to the north. From there, traverse over the Serengeti’s acacia- covered northern corridor with 
wildlife viewing along the way.

Visit to a FoTZC Project
Focus on Tanzanian Communities (FoTZC) is Thomson’s sister non-profit organization that has worked on many successful 
projects in this area. Visit a school, teachers’ housing, or a medical dispensary that were all requested by the community and 
built by FoTZC. Learn a little bit about sustainability, how these projects are selected, and how they impact the community.



Wildlife Viewing En Route to Your Nyumba
Enjoy the journey to your next Nyumba camp, as there will be plenty to see along the way. Perhaps you will come across a 
chase between predator and prey; maybe you will spot a wake of vultures; or maybe you will be lucky enough to find a 
leopard relaxing high in the limbs of an acacia tree.

Afternoon Wildlife Viewing in the Serengeti
Spend an afternoon wildlife viewing in the Serengeti. The big cats often spend these hours lying drowsily about the plains 
and up in the trees while many antelope and other animals continue to graze.
Enjoy Your Nyumba
Enjoy your Nyumba, whether you get in a workout with a Keep Fit Kit, learn a traditional Tanzanian game from your guide, 
write in your journal, or simply put up your feet and relax.

Photo Tech Tent
Your group will have exclusive access to a photo tent while staying at Thomson Camps. Chairs, tables, lighting and a 
generator are provided in this tent so you can clean and recharge equipment and download photos. Please note that the 
generator will be turned off promptly at 9pm each night in order to preserve the pristine ambiance of the wilderness at night.
Accommodations: Southern Serengeti Nyumba
Meals Included: Breakfast, Boxed Lunch, Dinner

3/27/21 Saturday

Serengeti National Park
Most of us know about the “Great Migration” from nature programs that capture some of the most thrilling moments on film. 
Often misunderstood, the migration is a perpetual, year-round process involving over one million wildebeest and 200,000 
zebra who roam the plains quietly, in search of food and water. While some antelope and hyena may follow the herds, other 
animals remain in their territories or have separate migratory patterns. The migration’s most dramatic moments often occur 
when large numbers of wildebeest and zebra make river crossings, during which they must elude predators in a desperate 
fight for survival. There is no telling exactly when these highly dramatic movements will occur, but all safari-goers are sure to 
see plenty of wildebeest and zebra while in Tanzania.

Full Day of Wildlife Viewing Around Ndutu
Your exploration takes you to various parts of the Serengeti ecosystem, including Ndutu, the southernmost corner, where 
large herds of wildebeest tend to congregate in the so-called green months.
Bush Lunch
Enjoy a bush lunch in the Serengeti.

Watch the Sun Set Over the Serengeti Plains
As the sun sinks below the horizon, soak in the colorful sky as you reflect on the day’s adventures.
Accommodations: Southern Serengeti Nyumba
Meals Included: Breakfast, Boxed Lunch, Dinner

3/28/21 Sunday

Serengeti National Park
The most social of the big cats, lions live in groups called prides, comprised mostly of females and cubs and only 1-2 adult 
males. Typically prides have 6-12 lions, but can sometimes have more than 30 members. Superior hunters, lionesses inherit 
the same territories as their mothers while young males roam until they drive out old males from other prides to take over 
leadership. As lionesses hunt in groups and often at night, you are more likely to see prides as they languidly stretch out in 
the brush, underneath an acacia tree, or in the shade of a large rock formation. Particularly in the Serengeti, males who 
reside around savannahs and plains develop large dark manes as they grow older. The lion’s roar, a familiar sound in the 
Serengeti at night, can be heard from over five miles away.

Optional Serengeti Balloon Excursion
Those with advance reservations will have the opportunity to balloon across the plains during one of your mornings in the 
Serengeti. A pre-dawn wake-up call leaves you time to drive to the balloon launch site in order to catch the most dramatic 
light. Then take to the skies just as the sun rises. Glide over the plains and acacia treetops, taking in spectacular views of 
the Seronera River Valley and the surrounding plains. After your descent, enjoy a magnificent champagne breakfast right in 
the midst of the Serengeti wilderness.



Morning Wildlife Viewing in the Serengeti
There is nothing as marvelous as traversing the plains of the Serengeti just after dawn and through the morning hours. 
Look for herds of wildebeest, zebra, giraffe, impala, eland, topi, and more out on the savanna.
Lunch at Your Nyumba
What better way to enjoy a view of the Serengeti plains than over a satisfying, relaxing lunch at camp.

Continue Wildlife Viewing in the Serengeti
Spend more time seeking out wildlife and exploring the Serengeti’s rich landscapes. The so- called Big Five and the Great 
Migration are the most well-known of the Serengeti’s offerings, but there is much more to see. Thousands of equally 
fascinating dramas of a smaller scale play themselves out on these endless plains.

Relax at Your Camp
Once you return from wildlife viewing, take time to sit by the fire and relax. Exchange stories of the day, write in your 
journals or simply enjoy the fresh evening breeze.
Accommodations: Southern Serengeti Nyumba
Meals Included: Breakfast, Boxed Lunch, Dinner

3/29/21 Monday
Serengeti National Park to Ngorongoro Conservation Area
Drive from the Serengeti to the Ngorongoro Conservation Area. You will pass one of the greatest prehistoric sites in 
Olduvai Gorge, where archeologists have been making thrilling fossil discoveries for nearly a century. After cutting across 
the desert-like bush country, you will arrive at a range of hills that lead to Ngorongoro. You will pass Maasai herding their 
cattle alongside the road. The Maasai are allowed to live in boma settlements throughout the conservation area. The 
famed Ngorongoro Crater has one of the greatest concentrations of wildlife in the world.

Wildlife Viewing as You Depart the Serengeti
As you follow the meandering path out of Serengeti National Park, take in the gorgeous scenery and wildlife viewing before 
moving on to the next part of your adventure.

Visit Excavation Site at Oldupai Gorge
Make a short stop at Oldupai Gorge, a deep ravine and site of fossilized remains of animals and hominids that date as far 
back as two million years. Take a tour of the excavation site guided by an archeologist. A brief lecture and small museum 
tour are included.

Boxed Lunch en Route Visit Shifting Sands
At first glance, this crescent-shaped mound of sand, called a barkan, may not seem remarkable. That’s until you realize 
that the sands have been “wandering” for thousands of years, moving an average of about 225 feet per year over the 
otherwise flat plains.

To the Maasai, these shifting sands are even more remarkable, as they originated from the ash, sand and debris created 
by nearby Ol Doinyo Lengai, an active volcano whose name means Mountain of God.

Special Tanzanian Dinner
Enjoy a traditional Tanzanian dinner this evening. Rich with spices and fresh local vegetables, this is a chance to sample 
the best of local cuisine. (Please note that this does not include game meat.)

Evening at Your Nyumba
Enjoy the eco-friendly comforts at your Nyumba this evening. Set on the crater rim, the campsite offers stunning views of 
the highlands surrounding Ngorongoro. After dinner, enjoy a warm fire as well as the company of your guide and fellow 
travelers as you gaze up at the stars.

Photo Tech Tent
Your group will have exclusive access to a photo tent while staying at Thomson Camps. Chairs, tables, lighting and a 
generator are provided in this tent so you can clean and recharge equipment and download photos. Please note that the 
generator will be turned off promptly at 9pm each night in order to preserve the pristine ambiance of the wilderness at 
night.
Accommodations: Ngorongoro Nyumba
Meals Included: Breakfast, Boxed Lunch, Dinner
 



3/30/21 Tuesday

Ngorongoro Conservation Area
Spend a day in Ngorongoro Conservation Area, a habitat rich in culture and teeming with wildlife. Sometimes there are more 
than 30,000 animals in and around the crater, including black rhino, cheetah, lion, hyena, eland, and numerous antelope. On 
the floor of the crater, the alkaline Lake Magadi serves as an important water source, also attracting flamingo flocks during the 
dry season. Nearby, the small Lerai Forest, with its yellow fever acacia trees, provides shade and shelter for wildlife. You will 
often see baboons, vervet monkeys, and even elephants in its thicket. Thorny bush, grasslands, hippo pools and a second 
small lake are also found on the floor. You’ll soon see why Ngorongoro is considered to be among the world’s great wonders.
 
Visit to the Floor of Ngorongoro Crater
Visit the Ngorongoro Crater, where you are likely to find an abundance of wildlife. With luck, you might even see rhinoceros 
and big cats, such as lion and cheetah. The diversity of species often inspires awe, from baboons and elephants in the Lerai 
Forest to wildebeest and mountain reedbuck over the crater’s grassy floor.
Picnic Lunch on the Crater Floor
To maximize your wildlife viewing time on the crater floor, enjoy your picnic lunch near a hippo pool.

Enjoy Ngorongoro Biodiversity
Watch the Sunset Overlooking the Ngorongoro Crater
As the sun sinks below the horizon, soak in the colorful sky as you reflect on the day’s adventures.
Accommodations: Ngorongoro Nyumba
Meals Included: Breakfast, Boxed Lunch, Dinner
 
3/31/21 Wednesday

Ngorongoro Conservation Area to Ngorongoro Highlands
Make a short drive from the Conservation Area to the Ngorongoro Highlands. As you travel down a winding road, you are 
rewarded with expansive vistas of the surrounding plains. At the top of the escarpment lie the lush Ngorongoro Highlands 
where the region’s rich volcanic soil makes for some of the most fertile land in Tanzania.

Depart Ngorongoro Crater Rim
Take a last look around your camp on the Crater Rim before heading off of the Ngorongoro Crater. See if your guide can 
make a viewpoint pit stop for last photo ops!

Gibb’s Farm Tour
Take a guided tour of Gibb’s garden, a sloping 10 acres of vegetables and fruit gardens, growing everything from artichoke to 
zucchini and providing most of the ingredients for the delicious organic meals enjoyed by guests. Learn about other 
sustainable practices at Gibb’s as your tour passes through a pig and dairy farm where you can even try your hands at milking 
a cow. You can also walk through the famed coffee bean fields that gave the farm its start over 80 years ago.
Lunch at Gibb’s Farm
Savor lunch at Gibb’s Farm, where nearly every ingredient comes fresh from the estate’s organic farm. With delicacies to suit 
every palate, this is sure to be a memorable meal.

Gibb’s Farm Optional Afternoon Activities
You may choose to spend the afternoon relaxing on the verandah with tea, or taking advantage of innumerable optional 
activities: a farm or garden tour, bird watching, coffee roasting, and more.

Enjoy Your Private Cottage at Gibb’s Farm
Take some time to catch your breath in your private cottage. Unwind with an outdoor shower, listen to the birds from your 
patio, or enjoy a drink as twilight fades in over the Ngorongoro Highlands.

Image review and editing
We will plan on sharing some of the wonderful images we have all taken together! We will take time to do some review and 
editing as well. 

Gibb’s Farm Tembo Fire
This evening, relax at the Tembo Fire, an open-air sitting area nestled at the foot of the organic gardens. The tradition of the 
nightly campfire began as a purely practical measure to ensure that elephants – or “tembo” in Swahili – are not tempted to 
feast in the organic gardens at night. It soon became a popular place to sit and relax at the end of the day. Now, with a 
comfortable seating area and full bar, the Tembo Fire makes a wonderful place for conversation, story- telling or star-gazing.
Accommodations: Gibb’s Farm – Cottage Room
Meals Included: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner



04/01/21 Monday

Departure
Depart the highlands for Arusha, where, after a day of leisurely activities, you will catch your departing flight. As you bid farewell 
to Tanzania, think of all the fabulous stories and photos of your adventure, which you will share with friends and family when 
you arrive home and for years to come.

Gibb’s Breakfast
Breakfast at Gibb’s is a great way to start the day. Enjoy local fruits, homemade yogurts and fresh cheeses, and made-to-order 
breakfast classics like omelettes or pancakes. Everything is made with the freshest ingredients.

Farewell Lunch at Arusha Coffee Lodge
Enjoy a special farewell lunch in Arusha as you prepare for your departure. Visit the adjoining Shanga workshop where 
physically challenged artisans create remarkable jewelry, learn glass- blowing, and sell their work. This extraordinary project 
was created in order to mentor and empower those who are often marginalized in Tanzanian society. You will be surprised and 
inspired by the quality and beauty of their creations.

Day Room in Arusha
Enjoy a day room in Arusha, resting up and readying yourself for your departure.
Farewell Snack
Enjoy a nutritious snack, including a variety of nuts, fruit, vegetables and other treats to enjoy now or on your flight home.
Transfer to Kilimanjaro International Airport
Complimentary with Delta/KLM departure this evening.
Accommodations: Day Room at The Arusha Hotel
 

*Subject to change based on many possibilities that can come up on a tour of this nature. Flexibility is key when traveling on a 
tour like this in order for us to get the most incredible opportunities available as they happen! 



TRIP DETAILS

•Accommodations Based on Double Occupancy
•Meals as Noted in Itinerary, Inclusive of Restaurant Staff Tips
•All Park Fees
•Complete Preparation Materials Including Helpful Tips, Packing List, Trip Expectations, Tipping Guidelines, Etc.
•Access to a Personal Safari Trip Manager by Phone or Email, Five Days a Week
•Full Color Safari Journal
•Safari Briefings Throughout Your Trip
•Services of Professional Safari Guides and Drivers
•Services of Nyumba Camp Staff Including Chef and Waitstaff
•Land Transportation in a Customized, 4-Wheel Drive Safari Vehicle
•Unlimited Mileage in Safari Vehicles
•Guaranteed Window Seating in Safari Vehicles
•Scenic Internal Flight(s) as Noted in Itinerary
•Extra Weight Allowance for Internal Flights up to 50 Pounds
•Guided Walks with a Naturalist, when Available
•Village, School, and Cultural Visits as Noted in Itinerary
•Complimentary Bottled Drinking Water in Your Vehicle Throughout Your Safari
•Keep Fit Kit at Each Nyumba Camp
•Special Tanzanian Dinner at Ngorongoro Crater
•Airport Transfers for Delta/KLM Flights on Scheduled Arrival and Departure Days
•Baggage Handling
•Farewell Lunch

Included On Safari

*International Flight and Related Fees (Fuel, Baggage, Seat Assignments, etc.)
*Fees for Passport, Visa, or Immunizations
*Meals and Expenses en Route to Tanzania
*Cost of Hospitalization or Evacuation
*Beer, Wine, Spirits, and Soda
*Laundry, Phone, Internet, and Items of a Personal Nature
*Tips for Guides, Drivers, and Camp Staff

Not Included On Safari

Please note:  Thomson Safaris (TS) will attempt to adhere to this itinerary as much as possible. Any unforeseeable changes in fees, such as fuel
surcharges, increased park fees or other fees that are out of TS control, will be the responsibility of the guest.  Some conditions (political, climatic,
environmental, cultural, or wildlife migrations) may also necessitate changes in the itinerary.  TS reserves the right to alter any itinerary at any time, if
necessary.  We will attempt to notify participants of changes as far in advance as possible. Costs incurred by such changes will be the responsibility of the
participant.



Before You Leave Home 

Please double-check the essentials! Make sure you have all prescription medications in your 
carry-on, check your warm gear according to our suggested packing list, and pay particular 
attention to these items:

• Make sure your passport is valid for at least six months after the end of the trip. Also ensure
that it has sufficient blank pages for visas and entry/exit stamps

• Make sure you have applied AND received your entry Visa as per instructions.
• Make the air arrangements from your home to Kilamanjaro and back home
• If you plan to arrive EARLIER than the day prior to tour, please be sure that you have booked

and paid for hotel reservations for the additional night(s). Thomson can arrange this and
transportation.

• Please confer with your physician.
• Contact the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) at 1-800-232-4636 or by going online at

www.cdc.gov/travel  See more info below.
• Dressing properly for the environment and having the correct gear is a must. Please take a few

moments to review our packing and clothing guidelines.
• Please note that recreational use of UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles) or drones are not

permitted in Tanzania on Safari.
• Please read the entire tour pack.

McKay Photography Academy



We recommend making an appointment with a travel doctor, as they have specific knowledge 
about vaccines and preventative care that your physician may not. If you have special health 
concerns or conditions, we recommend making an appointment with your primary care physician 
as well.

Frequently Recommended
There are no immunization requirements if you are traveling to Tanzania directly from North 
America via Europe. If your itinerary includes travel to Kenya, Ethiopia, Rwanda, or any other 
yellow fever endemic countries, immigration authorities in Tanzania may require proof of 
vaccination for yellow fever (or an appropriate medical waiver) as a condition of entry. If you are 
unsure of immunization requirements for the countries you are visiting, contact the Embassy/
Consulate or ask your safari consultant for advice.

Many of our past travelers have opted to take the following health precautions:

Anti-malarial medication
Yellow fever vaccination
Hepatitis A vaccination
Other Considerations
Tetanus booster
Measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR), and polio update
Typhoid fever vaccination
Hepatitis B vaccination

For More Health Information
Contact the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) at 1-800-232-4636 or by going online at 
www.cdc.gov/travel. On the website, you can access a page specifically about travel in Tanzania 
with the most up-to-date information, and you can also locate a travel clinic near you. Please note, 
the information on the site applies to all visitors to Tanzania, including long-term aid workers and 
others who have more health concerns than average tourists.

Immunizations



CPAP MACHINES ON SAFARI 

During your time in northern Tanzania, we can help by providing a 12-volt battery to power your CPAP machine. At 

night the battery will be used to power your portable machine; during the day, the battery will be recharged for use 

the next evening.  

You will need to bring: 

• A portable CPAP, which can be connected to a 12 volt car battery

• A battery cable adapter with alligator clips that will connect directly to a 12 volt car battery

It is essential that you test the system before you travel.  Simply hook up the CPAP machine to your car battery for at 

least one evening, and the results will be the same in Tanzania. Refer to the photograph below as an example of the 

proper set up. 

Please do not depend on using car-lighter adaptor-plugs, rechargeable batteries or voltage converters in conjunction 

with electrical outlets. These will not be reliable in Tanzania.   

 Portable CPAP

 12 Volt Battery

 Alligator Clip Adapter

https://www.cpapsupplyusa.com/70199-battery-cable-adapter-for-the-resmed-12-volt-dc-power-cord.aspx


Covid19 Measures

During this time, we must adhere to CDC guidelines, local agencies and any law enforcement guidelines 
locally. 

Please be sure to bring a comfortable mask. (You may have to wear in some areas) Please adhere to any 
guidelines we are given in areas we will be. 

Please check with your airline about any guidelines they will have for traveling. This is changing frequently.

We realize there is still uncertainty, we are asking you that if you feel you have been exposed to anyone 
with Covid, OR you are experiencing any symptoms yourself, shortly before the tour, to MAKE SURE TO 
HAVE A TEST DONE LOCALLY prior to travel. 

It has become much easier and quick to get a Covid test even at local pharmacies such as CVS. Guidelines 
are changing every 2 weeks in countries and we are following them CLOSELY and will be sure to 
communicate with you via groupme , email etc and this information MAY CHANGE by time of the tour! 

Screening may be administered upon arrival at various airports and prior to being allowed in country.

We are CURRENTLY recommending you have a Covid test done locally PRIOR to traveling! This will give 
you peace of mine before traveling and testing has become easy and wide spread. Please make sure you 
get a test done 3-4 days prior to traveling so you have those results with you on arrival! 

PLEASE NOTE THIS INFORMATION CAN CHANGE. A LOT can happen between now and March of 2021 
as we have seen this year!   We are just doing our best to let you know we are on top of the situation with 
Thomson Safaris as well. 

David McKay
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Group Communication 

About a month or so prior to the tour and during our tour we will utilize the app “GroupMe” to stay in 
touch and provide you with updates throughout our time together. GroupMe provides free group 
messaging - like a private chat room for a small group. This is a great way for you to also 
communicate with your fellow photographers and tour members.

We recommend installing the app on your phone and signing up for the free service prior to the 
start of the tour. We will send out invitations to join the chat in the weeks leading up to the tour.

Please also note the Group Dynamics section further in to the tour packet. Saying hello via the 
Groupme app ahead of time, is an excellent way to start getting to know and bonding with the group 
ahead of the tour! 

GroupMe works over cell networks, wifi and via SMS. We will not need this while out on Safari. 

You can find more information here.

https://groupme.com/apps
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Trip Insurance 

We are SO EXCITED and are sure you must be as well about your upcoming trip! You are joining us 
on this amazing photographic adventure!  In our experience leading trips, we have seen a lot of 
things come up, and in many cases, LAST MINUTE.  For this reason, it is HIGHLY recommended to 
have trip insurance. Remember, airfare, hotels, tours, as well as our policies are non-refundable. 
Trip insurance can help in the event of any unforeseen legitimate issue before OR during a trip.

Thomson Safaris as well request that you carry Travelers Insurance. You MUST understand the 
importance of this for medical reasons while out of your own country!

Protect yourself~protect your investment.

You would never imagine that you won’t be taking the wonderful trip you are planning! Life happens! 
There are so many things that can change before your travel dates that might prevent you from 
traveling. There are also events that can change your plans while you are traveling that might require 
you to alter your trip, return home early or be delayed due to accident or illness. Lost luggage, lost 
documents or lost belongs can also hamper your well made plans!

We are NOT an insurance provider and we can simply refer you to someone that can help you obtain 
coverage.  There are several trip insurance carriers and it can be confusing to know where to get the 
best coverage and rates. For this reason, we have recently started working with Brandon 
Hughbanks of Travel Insurance Center. Brandon represents most of the top travel insurance 
carriers and can help you get the best rate for the options you need based on where you live as well.
We LOVE our tours and we LOVE what we do. In 
order for them to be the very best available 
anywhere, we must clarify once again, McKay 
Photography Academy polices. In an effort to make 
sure that as a photography tour participant, our 
policies are understood with-out question.
Due to an influx of people contacting us asking us for help, understanding, refunds, credit and more 
when something unexpected happens and they are unable to attend, we need to address this once 
again.  This is written notice that if for ANY REASON you are unable to attend, that we are unable to 
refund or credit your trip.  We are being very clear as stated in our policies, contracts, web sites, 
emails and conversations that trip insurance IS your security for the unexpected. We are not, and 
cannot be responsible to do much when a choice is made by someone to not obtain insurance 
especially considering the amount of time we spend informing people to obtain it.

EVERY trip there is a situation and we cannot stress enough, PLEASE get insurance. We cannot 
require it of you, you have to make the effort to obtain.  If something happens and you are unable to 
attend for a variety of possible covered reasons, proper trip insurance will help you. ALSO, IF YOU 
WERE TO GET HURT ABROAD, YOU DO NOT WANT TO BE WITHOUT IT! Of course we would 
never want or expect something like that to happen, but it is best to be covered and prepared!

Any specific questions about insurance coverage, provisions, claims, etc  MUST be answered by 
your chosen provider as McKay Photography is unable to do more than give you the facts of our 
policies and that we highly recommend trip insurance.

McKay Photography Academy

Contact Brandon directly at:
Toll Free: 1-866-979-6753 Ext. 3636  
Direct: 402-343-3636 
bhughbanks@travelinsurancecenter.com



Travel Tips 

 

McKay Photography Academy

For this Tour We Recommend:

1 Soft Duffle Bag - Checked

1 Camera Backpack/Bag - Carry-On - Overhead Storage Bin

As always, make sure to check with your airline carrier to find out bag weight limits for both 
checked and cabin baggage.

The local airline we will be flying in country has very strict guidelines. Please see our 
recommendations below on how you can help avoid luggage situations! 

Luggage Weight Limits
Domestic flight: 33lbs
TOTAL with Camera Gear 50lbs!

Ok, before you email and ask how in the world can you do this, let us give you
some ideas. PLEASE try and be as light as possible! If you follow our clothing guidelines, 
this should not be a problem.

• Laundry is available at hotels and camps. Use it!

• Use a lightweight luggage such as a duffel style bag.

• Use a camera bag but carry ON YOUR BODY your camera bodies and lenses in a jacket or
camera vest. If you do this and bring the suggested gear, you will be fine. They do not weigh
YOU personally so just carry those on your body at check in and then place in back pack
after.

• Use luggage locks on your bags and on your camera bag if for any reason they ask you to
check it for your regular airline flights. Keep your cameras and lenses as mentioned, on your
body.

• The aircraft used are small single engine bush planes with no room for carry ons. Your gear
will be placed in luggage hold. This is our own chartered flight.

• Below, in addition to the further information in the tour pack, is suggested guidelines directly
from our Thomson Safari team.

David McKay
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How To Pack 

Our recommendation is to bring clothes that will fit into a layered clothing scheme. For example, 
packing, light-weight long-sleeve t-shirts, turtlenecks, and a water-proof shell is better than packing 
five big, cotton sweaters and two huge “winter-down” coats. Three to five pairs of active wear pants, 
which are designed to respond to temperature variations, is much better than seven pairs of jeans.

Keep in mind that you may experience anything from t-shirt weather to cooler temperatures in the 
evenings and various regions. Each day’s temperature may vary– layers are essential. The tips and 
packing list, below, will help act as a guide in the packing process.

Check out this video of Ally McKay sharing on how she packs for a Safari! 

McKay Photography Academy

Packing List 
Packing Suggestions:

Clothing:
• Short-Sleeved Shirts (5)
• Long-sleeve shirts (2) (for layering, evening warmth, and sun/insect protection)
• Shorts (2) (personal preference) Convertible, lightweight zip-off pants (2-3) Travel pants
• Underwear (7) (for women, bras/sports at bras as well)
• Fleece or insulated jacket (for cool nights)
• Waterproof windbreaker
• Wide-brim, tie-on sun hat
• Bathing suit (for those hotels with swimming pools)
• Lightweight, comfortable sleepwear (personal preference)

Footwear:

• Running or walking shoes, or light hiking boots
• Flip-flops/Teva-type sandals (recommended for use in showers)
• Socks (7 pairs)

Essentials:

• Travel documents (valid passport with visa, documentation of vaccines, airline tickets, money)
• Flashlight and/or headlamp (with extra batteries)
• Sunglasses (100% UV screening w/retainer straps)
• Sunscreen and sun- blocking lip salve
• Mosquito repellent containing DEET - 30% Citronella based repellent -5%



Essentials Cont:
• Moist towelettes/hand wipes (1-3 per day per traveler)
• Hand sanitizer
• Toilet kit (toothbrush and paste, biodegradable shampoo and conditioner, moisturizing lotion, small
packet of tissues, shaving gear, tampons and panty liners, avoid plastic tampon applicators)
• Washcloth (thin, quick-drying is preferable)
• Assortment of stuff sacks, zip-lock bags
• Spare glasses (contact lens wearers should bring extra solution or wear glasses when it gets dusty

Personal First Aid Kit:
• Alcohol wipes
• Antibiotic ointment (Neosporin) and hydrocortisone
• Band-Aids, Tweezers, Ibuprofen, Aspirin, or Acetaminophen Cold Remedies
• Motion sickness medication (if you are susceptible to motion sickness)
• A mild laxative Pepto-Bismol, anti-diarrhea pills
• Ciprofloxacin (as advised by a doctor)
• Medications you are currently taking - An antihistamine in case of allergy
• Seat cushion (for those with a bad back)

Packing Suggestions
Optional Items:
• Eye drops
• Wristwatch or travel alarm clock
• Reading material
• Electrical outlet adapter’s
• Artificial sweeteners (Sweet ’N Low Splenda)
• Travel mug for morning coffee or tea
• Earplugs. Earplugs may be useful if you are

sharing a cabin with a snorer

McKay Photography Academy

•Adventurous Spirit
•Great Attitude
•Sense of Humor
•Flexibility

Don't forget!

Luggage: It is a good idea to place your contact info in your luggage as well, just in case a 
luggage tag comes off.

Use TSA approved luggage locks.

Weather: Check the weather a couple weeks prior to travel and again every 3-4 days to see the 
trend. Weather is always unpredictable so be prepared for ANYTHING! Have good rain gear 
(hooded lightweight jacket is best and a pair of water proof hiking style shoes).

Reusable bottles - In an effort to do our part reducing plastic, we ask clients to consider 
bringing reusable water bottles. We will provide jugs of water to all guest. 



Smoking: Smoking is permitted in designated outside areas only.  We kindly ask you to be patient to 
this feature and respectful of non smokers. Also, PLEASE bring a small disposable bag(s) to place 
used cigarette butts in. Do NOT under any circumstances, throw away on the ground. 

Health and Safety:  It is important for your own safety that you are in good health and have taken all 
appropriate precautions. We cannot be responsible for your own health related issues. PLEASE take 
all needed precautions. 

If you have mobility issues or walk with assistance devices, carefully consider the activities you can 
participate in while on tour. Walking on sometimes rocky and slippery terrain can be challenging. Our 
team members can help you in decisions. 

Although we do not anticipate any issues, we will need to be aware and use the buddy system to keep 
a watchful eye when in crowded areas. Please remember to be vigilant.  The key is to not allow 
yourself to become a victim.  Anytime you travel or find yourself in a tourist destination the potential 
for people looking to take advantage is always there.

NEVER EVER leave your gear un-attended at hotel lobby. On safari, there should be no issues. 

ALWAYS CARRY YOUR CASH AND PASSPORT ON YOU AND PROTECTED!  ALWAYS! 

ATMs/Currency Exchange – ATMs are in some locations in cities, though not all ATMs are 
accessible 24 hours. ATMs generally accept all major debit, credit, and cash-only cards. Cirrus (tel. 
800/424-7787; www.mastercard.com) and PLUS (tel. 800/843-7587; www.visa.com) cards are almost 
universally accepted in ATMs . 

Credit & Debit Cards: Credit cards are safe, convenient, and generally offer good exchange rates. 
Note, however, that many banks now assess a 1% to 3% "foreign transaction fee" on all charges you 
incur abroad. It is NOT recommended to use a debit card for purchases except for obtaining cash at 
an ATM.

In most locations, you'll need a PIN to withdraw cash advances on your credit card. You will not need 
a PIN for most credit card purchases, but occasions may arise.  If you've forgotten your PIN, call the 
number on the back of your card and ask that it be provided to you.  It is best to be prepared with 
cash ahead of time. Please see more details below. 

Note: This information can change without notice.

You need to let your bank and credit card companies know where you will be traveling so they don't 
think it is fraud. It is a good idea to bring your credit card company's phone number along as well. 

TANZANIA SPECIFIC - You can use your CC at the gift and souvenir store we will be taking you to. 
Large items and Tanzanite may be purchased direct and we will be happy to help you as our friends 
own the store!  They will give you the very best rate without bartering. 
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Air Travel: To avoid jet-lag try to stay hydrated on the plane, and if possible avoid alcohol. 
Getting up, stretching and muscle flexing exercises can help circulation. Some people find it 
helpful to bring sleeping pills for the longest flight. “Pick me ups” can be helpful such as Vitamin B. 
Drink mixes like Zipfiz, Emergen-c, Airborn and No-Jet-Lag tabs can be good to have handy as 
well. Some people experience constipation after long flights so you may want to bring along 
something for that as well.

MAKE SURE you have ALL NEEDED medications with you on your flight. If your luggage was 
delayed for any reason, then you have your medications!

An extra change of clothes is also advised in case luggage gets “misplaced” by airline for a day.

Keep camera batteries and any lithium batteries in carry on. DO NOT store in camera in flight as 
electronics at altitude can result in “dead pixels” in your sensor.

If you bring an extra ‘collapsible bag’ with you then you might have extra room to hand-carry 
something home with you. It is not recommended to put any breakables in your checked luggage.

Transportation: During this tour we will be utilizing the services of our Tanzanian guide team. 
Land Rovers will be utilized and there will be plenty of space for your gear and shooting!  

Language and Culture:  You will find that English is spoken in many areas around the world. 
However, in some countries, very little English is known. This is true especially in rural areas. It is 
nice to try to learn a few words in the language of the countries you are visiting. Hello, Good bye, 
Thank You, etc. are nice to know. You may wish a small pocket dictionary or app such as Google 
Translate to refer to. 

Please respect the customs and traditions of the places you visit and be appreciative of any help 
you are given. BE FLEXIBLE, you are traveling to learn and experience new things about other 
cultures, NOT TO CONVERT THE WORLD to the American way! It is exciting and fun to have 
things different from our days at home. 





Safety 

As an adult on this photography tour, we are going to do our best to trust that you will keep yourself 
out of unnecessary harm's way. The reality is, that anywhere you go in the world, there is always a 
chance of getting hurt, ill, or worse. However, when people take unnecessary risk and place 
themselves and possibly others in danger, this becomes a problem not only for themselves but also 
for the tour leaders and rest of the group. 

This is a reminder that you have signed a liability risk agreement and you are going on this tour at 
your own risk. However, this does not give you the freedom to place yourself in harm's way, create an 
issue for others, place others at risk, or create a safety hazard for the tour as a whole. We ask you to 
refrain from taking a risk that there is no need to take. 

We have seen many instances of our clients and others in perilous areas taking a risk that frankly are 
just stupid. This includes walking on cliffs, being out on rocks near a raging ocean, standing in the 
road and many other situations. 

If at any time we as tour leaders see you taking a risk or being involved in any activity we feel is 
unsafe for yourself or for others on the tour, we will say something. However, it is YOUR 
RESPONSIBILITY to be safe, use common sense, and not put yourself or others at risk. 

It is easy while photographing to forget about your surroundings and own safety in order to "get the 
shot". Remember, no photograph is worth injury or death. 

Some things to avoid:

Standing too close to edges of cliffs or in places, you could easily fall or be swept out to sea being 
seriously injured or dying.
Standing in or too close to the road.
Carrying too much gear while hiking and/or climbing.
Hiking trails that are too difficult for your ability. 
Not being aware of your surroundings at all times. 
Not carrying water.
Not knowing your own limits.
Wearing shoes that are not meant for the task at hand. 
Using drugs/and or alcohol that alters the mind and your safety. 
Going out alone or without letting the tour leaders know where you are at. 

These are just some of the items we have seen and are asking you to avoid. As you are an 
adult, it is your responsibility to be safety conscious and minimize risk. Please use common 
sense. 
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Group Dynamics 

Traveling as a photography group should be awesome. There are many advantages to doing so. 
We have found that 99% of the time everyone gets along great and lifelong friendships are formed. 
Tours typically end with lots of hugs and tears because of the unity of the group that is formed.

We expect this tour to be fun, flexible and an awesome opportunity to learn photography and to 
travel together. We always work VERY HARD to bring you the McKay motto which is Photography, 
Travel, Friendship, and Adventure.

With that, there can be that 1% of the time where for whatever reason, someone has a hard time in 
a group setting or overall just is a negative type person.  We ask you to be kind and courteous to 
each other. We recognize that you will gravitate towards certain personalities and that is great. If 
there is someone that you do not seem to get along well with, please just do your best and avoid 
confrontation.

The best way to handle being in a group setting is to have fun, meet others, relax, be FLEXIBLE, 
and just enjoy the journey. This is the place you CAN let go and not have to worry about getting 
from point A to point B or what bus seat is best.

Getting worked up, frustrated and annoyed over silly situations will ruin the tour for yourself and 
can have a negative impact on the group as a whole. We will NOT allow that to happen. 
Likewise, having a positive, flexible, and fun attitude, will also rub off as a group! We really find that 
tours that have great energy, fun dynamics, and flexibility, end up being the best for everyone 
involved!

At MPA we pride ourselves in giving you a great photography tour. We have led hundreds of clients 
around the world and love what we do! We cannot control everything and there WILL BE 
CHANGES that occur and items that come up that will be totally unexpected and outside of our 
control or yours. That is part of touring.

This is a place for you to sit back, relax, and just enjoy your time with us and the experience you 
are embarking on. Please let the MPA team help you and educate you with your photography. 
Simply put, enjoy each other as we travel, photograph and journey together!



 Photography, Travel, Friendship, and Adventure.

PHOTOGRAPHY
The MPA experience is first and foremost about photography. The idea to be around like minded photographic 
enthusiast, learn new skills and enhance the knowledge you already have is at the core of all MPA photography tours. 
Each instructor is a working professional and yet has the ability to teach at all levels with patience and encouragement 
making sure no one is intimidated.

With MPA, all levels of photographers are encouraged and welcome! Whether you are a new beginning photographer, or 
have years of experience, you will have access to some of the most talented image makers in the world today working on 
creating images of your tour with an industry exclusive 5 client to 1 instructor ratio. In this way, you are assured to have 
amazing instruction in a small intimate manner as you travel throughout the tour.

TRAVEL
Learning to photograph and capture images in some of the most incredible travel destinations in the world is another 
core ingredient to any MPA photographic tour. Taking place domestically and internationally, MPA photography tours are 
built to give you not only an incredible photographic opportunity, but an incredible travel opportunity.

Photographing your travel experience is such an awesome way to see and learn culture and other lands. Although every 
MPA tour is based around photography at its core, travel should be much more than just photography based. MPA tours 
are set to allow you awesome times of shooting and learning, but also times to relax, take in the culture, enjoy good food 
and wine and the experience of the location you are visiting. 

After all, your “experience” should feed your photography. In order to feel something about what you are photographing, 
experiencing it and taking it in is a key component. We truly believe that you must experience travel and all it has to offer 
in order to photograph it to the fullest. In order to do this, we will not be photographing from sunrise to sunset every day, 
all day. Each day will have various opportunities we feel are photographically best, and you will have the flexibility to go 
along or stay and relax as you feel the need. There will also be scheduled “free times” and days to just sit, relax and 
enjoy the local area we may be in.

FRIENDSHIP
 Imagine enjoying your travels and photographing with a group of people all interested in the same thing! No more 
hearing from your travel mates “can you hurry up please and take your picture” as you are hoping to capture that special 
image you are setting up. Joining an MPA photographic tour will allow you the opportunity to meet others interested in 
photography and travel and to create lasting friendships to last a lifetime. Many people from all walks of life including 
couples, singles, and younger to older generations enjoy MPA photography tours.

You are sure to meet people on this journey and make new friendships forged by the camaraderie of such an 
experience. MPA has seen MANY people return again and again to our tours and come back with a friend they have met 
on a previous tour. With this, never feel you will be alone. From the moment you arrive, you will be in good company, 
with good people and great friendships to be made!

ADVENTURE
Life should be full of adventure! Let’s face it, sometimes people spend their entire life talking about all their plans and 
what they will do but never do it. The challenge, to actually get up, make a plan and go for it!  Congratulations, YOU are 
doing just that!  

Adventure comes in all forms. MPA works hard to give you experiences in photography but filled with adventure on each 
and every tour. Life truly is but a glimpse of time. Be sure to live it and have adventure. We are excited you are joining 
us on what is sure to be an adventure of a life time! 
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Tips & Gratuities 
Thank you for joining us on this very special tour. As part of this tour, we have a truly top-notch instructional team. The team 
is here to serve you and will do anything they can to make your tour the most incredible experience it can be. Please never 
hesitate to ask any questions or for any help! 

Clients always ask about tipping guidelines and suggestions. With that in mind, we have placed this guideline for you to use. 
This is totally at your discretion and a suggested amount. You are of course welcome to do more if you desire and know that 
these guys truly appreciate it and will do all they can to help you with anything on this tour! 

For a tour of this length, the suggested amount is $80- $100 per photographer to the additional MPA instructors not including 
David and Ally. Please do not feel any pressure if you are unable to do so. But if you are and find that you appreciated all the 
extras they will do,  David C and Kaz will greatly appreciate the generosity. Please do not give David and Ally any tips. They 
would prefer anything to go directly to the team.

As a reminder, on this tour, it would be appropriate to take care of the Tanzanian team who will be with us for the tour. It is 
our goal at MPA to make sure that those serving us on a tour are taken care of. Tipping for excellent service is a time-
honored tradition in the services industry. Amounts are entirely at the discretion of each guest. However, with that guidelines 
are as follows.

• Head guide
• Each support guide
• Each Nyumba camp crew
(received and distributed by each camp manager)
Your guide will cover all tips for dining service and baggage handling at lodges in 
Northern Tanzania.

Please Note:

• Our recommendations are based on size and personal attention we receive as a group.

• Many people choose to tip much more than what is recommended, and some choose to tip less. It is a personal
decision. You will be BLOWN AWAY at how hard these folks will work and you will WANT to be generous.
No one has ever come away from one of these tours, feeling like they tipped too much!

• Most safari guests tip their guides at the end of the safari and their camp crew upon leaving a given camp. MPA
will collect the tips and we will distribute in envelopes at the end of each camp stay and at the end of tour. We do
this as an honored way to say ASANTE SANA (THANK YOU!) to our guides and team!

• Above all, don’t spend your time on safari worrying about tipping. Have fun and enjoy the journey!

NORMAL Sample tipping amounts per traveler for tour dates.
$10 per day, per traveler for your head guide  = $90

$8 per day, per traveler for each of your support guide(s) x 5 Support Guide = $360 

$15 per camping day, per traveler for each Nyumba camp visited = $90

$10 per day to MPA support team (Frank Stelges) ($90  -$100)

Total = $720

With this said, because we have a full group of clients, it is reasonable to tip less. If you plan on $600 
total for ALL tipping, you are just fine. This may still seem like a lot, but you will truly understand on 
this tour why it is very reasonable to take care of people on such an amazing experience! 

Again, this is recommended guideline and each traveler should make a personal decision. 

Travelers should plan to tip accordingly to our guide team and the camp staff.

David McKay
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Equipment List 

For many of you, this may be your first photography tour and not only are you unsure of what to do 
and how this will go, you may be overwhelmed with what to bring!  Do not worry, we are here to help!

Please understand there will be various levels of photo participants on this trip. If you are a serious 
photographer, really adhere to what we are saying below. If you are the one traveling with the 
serious photographer, we will still be instructing you as much or as little as you want as long as you 
paid the photographer rate.

If you are a beginning photographer we will help you every step of the way! We are here to help 
EVERYONE. If all this seems a little daunting for you, no worries, we will help you get what you want/
need for this trip. There is no need for you to feel intimidated or out of place if this is your first trip 
with McKay Photography Academy. 

Recommend Gear List: 
• Camera(s)* (Having a backup body is recommended - at the minimum a point and shoot could be 

used as a backup)
• Camera Lenses (See below)
• Comfortable Camera Strap (Check out the SpiderHolster system below)
• Camera Bag (We love ThinkTank  and Mindshift Gear-See below)
• Lightweight Bag for day excursions 
• Plenty of Memory Cards (Multiple 64GB, 128GB cards)
• Batteries & Charger
• Tripod AND an extra plate (NOT needed for this tour)
• Cable Release - You can also use the built in self-timer for long exposures.
• Laptop - Optional but recommended
• External hard drive - For images storage & backup
• Rain Sleeve - Covers your camera and allows for shooting in rain/heavy snow
• Small Flashlight
• Lens cloth or lens wipes
• Knee pads for kneeling on rocks and comfort

*Back Up Camera Body
We always recommend a backup camera body or even a simple basic backup camera. Even a point
and shoot is better than nothing. Due to the busy schedule and locations we will be in, we are likely
unable to get to camera stores etc.  If your camera goes down, it obviously creates a real issue for
you. For very little extra money, you should consider renting a backup camera body, or at the very
least, bringing a small point and shoot back up for this trip! The last thing you want to do is get all the
way to our destination and NOT get great images! See LensProToGo gear rental below!Unfortunately
WE ARE NOT ABLE TO LOAN OUT GEAR IF YOURS GOES DOWN!

McKay Photography Academy
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Equipment Recommendations

Lenses: Beyond all of the regular gear, you may be considering bringing; your lenses are a 
huge part of the gear list. Again, please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions about 
your gear, what you may be considering purchasing or renting, and in general just any help you 
need with choosing lenses.

It is important to understand first and foremost, there is no one lens that is perfect. We are 
asked all the time what lens should I use. Our answer is always the same, what do you see? 
How do you want to see it? What do you want to capture in the scene? The answer to those 
questions will dictate lens choice.

It is important to remember that EVERYONE sees differently and there is no wrong choice for a 
lens. How you want to capture and interpret a scene becomes the way you choose what lens to 
use. This can be as unique and personal as each person on a tour.

When preparing for a tour, these are some items to consider. Weight - How much gear do you 
really want to lug around? Personally, I do not carry everything with me when hiking or walking 
around cities. However, I do usually bring most of my lenses on a tour with me and if we are not 
walking a lot and have access to our bus or vehicles easy enough (most tours this is the case)

I keep them in the vehicle with easy access to get to. It never hurts to bring the gear, except 
when weight is a major factor. With this in mind, the main lenses to consider bringing are a wide 
angle, a medium range, and a longer telephoto. Each tour is specific as well. If we are doing a 
ton of wildlife, you will need your longest telephoto lens whereas for mostly landscape, a wider 
and medium range lens will be excellent choices. A wide angle and/or a medium range lens 
may be useful for the landscape scenes we will photograph.
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Equipment Recommendations 

Lenses Cont: Tanzania Tour Specific
Having a long telephoto lens is a must. At a min at least a 200mm in length. You may be much 
happier with a longer lens of 400mm or more. Personally, we will be using a 100mm-400mm OR a 
lens doubler (doubles focal length on lens you have on) in order to get in close to the wildlife that is 
not close to us and/or to photograph the action from a distance as well as culture. See
information on purchasing and renting below.

Please note that lens doublers/extenders DO NOT WORK on all lenses. Please make sure your lens 
is compatible IF you are choosing to use an extender. 

Both Sigma and Tamron make excellent 150-600mm lenses which are great for Safari. Here are 
links to those.  Tamron     Sigma

A medium range overall lens will be useful for the landscape scenes we will photograph as well as 
when we are with various cultural experiences. Every lens has a purpose.

A good mid-range over all type lens is also an excellent choice. The two lenses I will carry with me at 
all times on a trip like this would be a medium range and longer range lens. One camera body and 
lens over my shoulder, one lens in my sling bag with extra memory cards and an extra battery. This 
way, I am prepared for most shooting situations and yet carrying very lightweight gear. If you have a 
second camera body, it is a great plan to have a long lens on one camera and your medium range 
on the other! 

If you do not have good lens choices, be sure to call LensProToGo and get a lens rented if needed!
Call them and tell them you are going out with us and they will help you get what you need.

All in one lens option: If you are looking for a great versatile "all in one" style lens that will not 
break the bank and give you the ability to pretty much capture everything except the widest angle 
images, in one lens that covers fairly wide to long telephoto, the new  Tamron 18mm-400mm is a 
fantastic choice for Canon and Nikon users.

This is not the best most expensive lens choice available, but for the price and versatility, it is a 
great amateur lens that people love and we have found to be excellent for the value. This lens is 
only available for the crop sensor cameras such as the Canon Rebel Series, 60d 70d 80d etc and 
Nikon 3, 5 or 7000 series.  At this time, it is not available for Sony.  Again, if you are not sure, please 
do not hesitate to let us know what camera you have (Make and Model and what lenses you have 
or are considering bringing. We are happy to help!

You may consider purchasing OR renting a more expensive top of the line lens and camera 
as these trips tend to be once in a life time experiences! 
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Equipment Recommendations
   Filters:

Don't waste money on UV filters

In general I am not a fan of UV filters, they offer little protection from a fall and the glass at the end of 
your lens is pretty tough, it’s not going to get scratched unless you are very careless. I prefer lens 
hoods as they do offer some protection from falls and nicely protect the end of the lens from 
coming into contact with  random objects without degrading image quality.   I do prefer camera 
brand lens hoods, I have tried a few of the third party and they often fit just a bit awkwardly making the 
putting on and taking off just a bit slower. Some of the very cheap 3rd party lens hoods actually use 
the filter threads to attach, this is bad as it blocks you from adding a filter and is very cumbersome to 
put on take off.

Circular Polarizer filters are useful

The one filter I do recommend landscape photographers own (or anyone taking scenic view photos) is 
a circular polarizer (CP Filter). Some benefits of a CP filter include:

CP filters reduce reflections and glare
Reduces Haze and blue cast in landscapes
Adds saturation to your sky and greenery

More about CP filters. There are other specialized filters worth owning for some situations but a CP is 
one that many don’t know they need and gives you a look that is not reproducible with post 
processing. The brands I list I find to be safe choices at each of those price points, there are certainly 
other brands/choices at each price point.

Budget (Tiffen)
Middle (Hoya)
High-end (B+W)

With all filters, be sure to get the right size screw on for your lens. Ex 77mm. 72mm  etc.



Equipment Recommendations 

Tripod - Optional not necessary. 

On this tour, as we have severe weight restrictions on the smaller domestic 
flights, a tripod is optional but not recommended. 

Memory Cards:
You will shoot WAY more images than you would ever expect on this trip. Because we are 
photographing almost the entire time and you will want to shoot A LOT to get the best images, have 
EXTRA CARDS!  We will also be teaching you to shoot RAW mode, which is the highest quality but 
also uses the most memory.  From experience, every trip, people do not bring enough memory cards 
and have to try and find a store.  We cannot stress enough the importance of having enough memory 
cards as there are no stores available out on the tour! 

Do not try to shoot everything on a single big memory card. If that card goes bad and all your images 
are in one place, that would be a painful lesson to learn! We prefer to use several 64GB or 128GB 
cards over the duration of the trip.

To clean cards, it is best to format your cards in camera vs hitting delete. This entirely cleans the card 
and leaves no hidden memory. Make sure all cards , including new ones, are formatted and READY 
BEFORE arriving!    Get 64gb cards    128gb cards

Batteries and Charger:
Make sure your batteries are all FULLY CHARGED before we go out to shoot!  We recommend 
having at least 3 batteries with you.

Remember, travel with your batteries in your camera bag. They cannot be checked in luggage and 
do not keep them in the camera.

Due to FAA Regulations all lithium ion and lithium metal batteries must be carried in carry-on 
baggage only. When a carry-on bag is checked at the gate or at plane-side, all spare lithium batteries 
must be removed from the bag and kept with the passenger in the aircraft cabin. For this reason, we 
suggest having your batteries easily accessible to grab in a separated small container within your 
camera bag.

McKay Photography Academy
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Lens Case & Protection: Being a photographer is about getting to the right location at the right 
time — which can often be challenging.  To help photographers protect their lenses from the rigors 
of travel, Think Tank Photo has just released the Lens Case Duo series of six quick-access, dual-
opening padded lens cases.  A zippered lid and side opening is a unique feature compared to other 
lens cases. With the Lens Case Duo, photographers can protect their delicate lenses while 
transporting them in rolling cases, backpacks or shoulder bags.  These cases can then be 
converted into a modular system for quick access in a bag or on a belt. Two exterior stretch pockets 
provide space for a lens cap or a cleaning cloth. Soft zipper protectors and a plush lining protect 
sensitive and expensive lenses from scratches.  All sizes come in black and green. 
Click here to check them out!

Equipment Recommendations

Head Lamp: Bringing a head lamp so that you can work at night with your hands free is 
also invaluable. Be sure to have one that has the red lamp on it as well as this helps 
keep bring light down to a minimum while we are shooting.

This is a link to Toby's recommended headlamp.

iPhone Printer or Polaroid style camera: This an amazing way to connect with others 
around the world. Locations that are more rural or less first world, especially love the 
amazing gift of a print handed to them instantly!

We have seen smile after smile and amazing opportunities become available all because 
of the simple gesture of handing someone a small photograph. Families, children and just 
about anyone will LOVE receiving from you an instant photograph. This is amazing way 
to bond with others regardless of the language barrier! Many people in these areas have 
never had a print of themselves or family! 

Instant printers can be purchased for use with your phone or you can purchase a small 
instant camera!

Get a camera here.

Phone Printer here.
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Equipment Recommendations 

Rain Sleeves:
Buy an inexpensive plastic one, which should cost less than $10. 
You can also cut a hole in a shower cap from your hotel room for 
free!This is a great option.

Our friends at ThinkTank Photo have 
released a new new concept in weather 
protection, the Emergency Rain Cover. It 
can be quickly and easily deployed when 
outdoor conditions change.  They will be 
a welcome small and lightweight addition 
to the kits of any photographer shooting 
out of doors. Click here to check it out.

Downloading & Backup tips: 
Download your cards each day to your laptop AND to an external drive OR download cards to a 
computer and save exposed memory cards as is.  The key is to have your images in 2 places and 
packed separately from each other.

Your equipment can be replaced, however your memories and images cannot. You will want to 
back up EVERYTHING each day! Store your external drive in your suitcase and used memory 
cards in a waist belt. 

Online backup can seem like a good option but can take too long to upload raw images in the field 
and where no Internet is available.  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Gear Recommendations 

We have a very special relationship and partnership with Tobias Gelston of PhotoRec.tv.  Toby runs a 
VERY COOL YouTube channel focusing on camera gear and equipment.  He has over 300k 
subscribers! Toby's goal is simple: He wants to help you be a better photographer by helping you find 
the gear you need and the know-how to use it.  If you have any questions about gear, you can email 
Toby directly and he will help you get what you need. He knows TONS of gear info.

Toby is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising 
program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to 
amazon.com. Toby also participates with B&H Photo Video.  If you use Toby for advice,and even if 
you don't please purchase through his links to either Amazon or B&H. You will get the best 
prices and help him out as well! This costs no more for you and helps support our friend Toby, which 
in turn, helps us give you even better photographic education!

Here are the links:
B&H Photo CLICK HERE

Amazon CLICK HERE
YouTube: 
Toby has AWESOME videos and you can find TONS of info on their YouTube channel about all 
things photographic including various cameras, lenses and more!!! MAKE SURE to check the channel 
out and subscribe!

photorec.tv - YouTube Channel 

McKay Photography Academy

Questions on gear? Send Toby an email and tell him you are 
traveling with us. He will help you get what you need!



Direct Links to Gear and Education Purchases

B&H Photo Main Site

Amazon Main Site

Tokina 11-20 B&H Photo 

Tokina 11-20 Amazon 

Tamron 18-400 B&H Photo 

Tamron 18-400 Amazon 

Headlamp Amazon

Tripod - Mefoto Roadtrip AL

Tripod - Mefoto Roadtrip Carbon Fiber 

Think Tank and Mindshift Gear 

Spider Holster

Memory Cards 128gb    64gb

Rain Sleeve

Photo Enthusiast Network 

Photography Demystified eBook series 

Polaroid Camera

Phone Printer

Tamron 150-600 B&H Photo     

Tamron 150 - 600 Amazon

Sigma 150-600 B&H Photo

Sigma 150-600 B&H Photo



Camera Settings 

Camera Settings: 
Quick quiz. Without looking at your camera, what are the steps you need to take to change 
your camera’s ISO sensitivity? Spend extra time becoming familiar with all the controls on your 
camera at home, where it’s nice and warm, before venturing out into the cold. In extreme situations, 
when you’re using heavy gloves, it can be difficult to adjust your camera’s settings. Knowing 
where your entire camera’s controls are located helps you work quickly should you need to take off 
your gloves to make an adjustment.

We know that many of you consider yourselves beginners. Do not feel intimidated. We are here to 
help and will be with you instructing with our great staff. This will help you in preparation! Please be 
familiar with your settings AND  tripod BEFORE the trip. This does not mean you need to know and 
understand everything as you are there to learn, however, please know how to change your manual 
settings. The shutter speed, F- Stop/ Aperture and ISO are the settings to know how to change on 
your camera.   Again, please know how to change those settings. This will help us a great deal 
in being able to instruct you on location.

Manual Settings:
It is VERY important to understand that in any given situation, you will be using a combination of all 3 
of the below Manual settings. There are usually many combinations possible to get the same amount 
of light control; HOWEVER, depending on what your preferences are to the character of the image, 
you may choose different ones at any given time. This is something you will learn in detail on our  
trips and do not have to fully understand at this time. On the Photo Safari, you will be learning how to 
use all 3 of these elements to get the best results in your images. This is why it is important for you to 
start becoming familiar with how to change each of the settings now on your camera. With these 
Manual settings, we will be able to help you get the most out of your camera.

ISO - Light Sensitivity: 
Think of this as what you use to do with film. You would go to the film store and choose the speed of 
film you wanted. In today’s digital environment, we have the flexibility to be able to change our ISO in 
each shot if we want. This gives us much more power than in previous film camera days where we 
were stuck with whatever we put in the camera.
The LOWER the ISO, such as 100 or 200, the BETTER the quality, however, MORE light is needed.  
Light can be available through ambient light (natural light) OR the use of a flash. Higher ISO speeds 
such as 1600 and above, result in a loss of image quality and “noise” in the image. However, the 
higher ISO may be needed in order to use faster shutter speeds in lower light situations and when a 
tripod may not be available.

Shutter Speed: 
A time value represented by the amount of TIME the shutter opens and closes to allow light on the 
sensor. The LONGER the shutter speed setting, the MORE light comes into the sensor. Yet motion is 
not stopped. The FASTER the shutter speed setting, LESS light comes in but action can be stopped. 
A fast shutter stops action, a slow shutter allows motion.  Never hand hold the camera in a setting 
under 1/60th of a second. This usually results in blurry images because of “camera shake”. However, 
this “rule” is also based on the length of lens you are using. See the Youtube Video tip links below! 
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Aperture, F-Stop, Iris: 
These 3 terms are all for the same item. Your F Stop setting controls how much light comes into the 
sensor through the opening of the lens. The SMALLER the number F-Stop, the MORE light comes 
in. The LARGER the number F Stop, the LESS light comes in.  Think of the Aperture like an eye. 
When you are in a dark setting, you may need a bigger opening ( just like your pupil of your eye). 
The opposite be true in a bright setting.

F Stop also controls Depth of Field. The smaller the number has a shallow depth of field. The higher 
the number, more Depth will be in your image.

Using all three Exposure elements to control light: 
Remember, in any image, you are using a combination of ALL 3 exposure elements. What 
combination of the 3 you choose depends on each situation and the light available. This is a big part 
of what you will be learning!!  As an example, you may need a fast shutter speed to stop action. This 
may require a small number (larger opening) of the lens to compensate for the lack of time the 
shutter is allowing light in because it is fast.

Or, you may want the images to have a lot of Depth (Sharper from front to back). This requires a 
larger number F Stop(Less light) and that may mean a slower shutter speed to compensate for the 
light. Now you may need a tripod in order to achieve the results.

In each of these situations, your ISO setting will be chosen accordingly as well. These are just two 
examples of using the manual settings.

We will be teaching you how to use these settings and the cameras built in light meter to get great 
images! Please just come prepared to learn and with the knowledge on how to physically change the 
settings already known.

Video Tutorials:

Use the MPA Video Tutorials to help you prepare for your photographic tour!

Here are some video tips to help you prepare for our upcoming photography tour. These will help 
you in preparation for our awesome time together! 

Exposure Elements 
Tripod 

Sony Camera Controls
Nikon Controls 
Canon Controls

RAW v JPEG 
Crop Sensor
Focus Modes 
Minimum Shutter Speed Hand Holding 
Lens Filters 
Camera Bag Packing 

Packing for an African Safari



Book Recommendations 

These three books by David McKay are available in digital form on Amazon. These are a GREAT 
way to learn ahead of your tour and also to have available on your smart phone while out 
photographing. 

All 3 titles have gone on to become number one International Best Selling books and are available at 
an awesome price on Amazon.

Click here to learn more.
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Photo Enthusiast Network 

Interested in starting your photographic education before the tour and are not yet a 
member of Photo Enthusiast Network? We encourage you to join today! This a great 
place for you to grow, learn and belong in a wonderful photographic community run 
by the MPA team! Not only that, as an annual member you receive a tour discount 

voucher that more than pays for the membership! Join today!

McKay Photography Academy
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Gear Rental 

We have partnered with LensProToGo for camera and lens rentals! Can’t afford to buy or want to try 
it out first? Than RENT IT! Visit LensProToGo.com today! You can rent TOP OF THE LINE cameras 
and lenses and tripods for very little money.

If you are looking for a wide angle lens, we recommend the Tokina 11-16mm if you have a crop 
sensor camera. If you are unsure what type of sensor your have or what lens to rent, just ask! They 
are happy to help!

You may also want to consider bringing a backup camera body. You never know when one might go 
down. LensProToGo can help you with that. Let them know you will be on this tour with us!

To get started with LensProToGo click here.
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Our Favorite Camera Bags! 

We LOVE working with ThinkTank & MindShift Gear and sharing their gear with our clients.  When 
ordering cases and packs through our links you receive a free gift when you purchase at least $50 of 
gear, free ground shipping, and the best customer service in the industry!  Click here to order 
directly from ThinkTank.

Ally and David currently use the ThinkTank Airport Roller Derby bag to fit all their gear in while 
GETTING to the location. Once there, we do NOT want to carry everything all the time. So we use 
the ThinkTank TurnStyle bags as seen below to carry limited gear. We’ve recently been introduced to 
the new MindShift Gear PhotoCross backpacks. We LOVE this new pack. Check it out here! We 
personally like to walk around light! These packs allow us to do just that.  We typically carry a 
camera with one lens, and in the TurnStyle or PhotoCross we can carry another lens of our choice, 
extra battery, extra memory cards, lens cloths etc! Easy and VERY lightweight!
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Our Favorite Camera Support System! 

We love the SpiderPro Single Camera System! The SpiderPro Camera Holster is Spider Holster’s 
breakthrough product, offering unique, unparalleled comfort and safety.  Mounting your camera to 
your belt is a great way to relieve the weight and stress a camera with a heavy lens can add to your 
neck and back with a traditional camera strap.  We’ve used the Spider system all over the world and 
LOVE this product.

Click to learn more! 
http://spiderholster.com 

McKay Photography Academy



Final Notes 

Fun and flexibility: This trip is all about having a great time, enjoying photography, travel, friendship 
and adventure, the McKay motto! We are here to help make that happen!

The KEY for this is to take in every moment, stop and enjoy the sea air or the marketplace, and take in 
the local culture and diversity of each unique part of the land we are visiting.

We can tell you from experience and leading these tours, that sometimes people sweat the small 
stuff.  Letting changes in plans, small hiccups or delays take themselves out of enjoying the 
moment.  If this happens to you don’t forget the reason you came on a trip like this. It’s not fair to 
yourself or others. Relax, be flexible, enjoy and savor this wonderful trip!  Just remember, you are 
there with good friends and people ready to do what they can to serve you.

Let’s have an awesome time and we will see you soon!

- David and Ally McKay and the MPA team  
 

McKay Photography Academy

McKay Photography Academy 
Photography – Travel – Friendship – Adventure

PLEASE NOTE:
After the checklist below, you will see the entire Thomson Safari tour packet as well. This is 
filled with information for you too! Please understand it is NOT McKay specific. As example, 
we have an extra luggage allowance of up to 50Lbs vs 33Lbs as listed. 

PLEASE SEE the tipping guidelines for the Thomson Safari team. This may seem 
expensive, however, when you see how much work they do and how much MORE THEY 
DO for an MPA tour, you will be more than happy to take care of them and take care of 
them well. 



Packing - Gear:
- Camera(s)
- Lenses
- Tripod & Plate that attaches camera. Extra

plate advised as well.
- Memory Cards (Formatted with no images)
- Multiple Camera Batteries & Battery Charger
- Camera Bag and Strap
- Notepad and pen
- Small light flashlight
- Head lamp
- Laptop and small light weight external hard

drive

Packing - Things to Wear or Use:
- Sunglasses, Glasses
- Contact lenses & Supplies
- Hats, Visors, Scarves
- Watch
- Rain Jacket
- Comfortable Travel Footwear A MUST and

worth the money!
- Packing Organizers
- Under Layers
- Middle Layers
- Next Layer
- Outer Layer
- Beanie, Hat
- Swimsuit
- Toiletry/Shaving Kit
- Comb/Brush, Hair Ties
- Toothbrush, Paste, Floss
- Deodorant/Soap
- Skin Care, Lotions, Creams (If carrying these

items on, make sure they are under 3oz)
- Travel Towel
- Shampoo and Conditioner
- Make up, Make up remover

- Health & Travel Insurance Info
- Emergency Contact Info
- Tickets, Itineraries, Reservations, Airline

Confirmation Numbers
- MPA Tour Packet - You can download to your

laptop, tablet, and/or phone for easy access!
- Copies of Important Info - ID, Prescriptions,

Etc.
- Cash & Credit/ATM Card(s)
- Travel Locks - TSA Approved
- Cell Phone & Charger

Don’t Forget - Health:
- Personal Prescriptions
- Vitamins
- Pain Reliever/Fever Reducer
- Cold Medication, Throat Lozenges
- Diarrhea/Laxative Medications
- Motion Sickness medicine
- Lip Balm
- Hand Sanitizer
- First Aid Kit
- Laundry soap for in room clothes washing
- Sunscreen

Most Important:
- Sense of Humor
- Great Attitude
- Adventurous Spirit
- Flexibility! 

Don’t Forget - Essentials:
- Personal Identification

McKay Photography Academy

Travel Checklist 
(Keep in mind, this is a suggested list and may not be complete for your needs)
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SAFARI
GUIDE

C O M P L E T E



Thomson Safaris wants it to be as seamless and relaxing as possible. 

In this booklet, we’ve compiled decades of insights, facts, tips and 

suggestions to help you prepare for this trip of a lifetime and enjoy 

Tanzania responsibly.

a safari 
IS AN EXPERIENCE YOU’LL NEVER FORGET;



FF COMPLETE ESSENTIAL  
DOCUMENTS (Page 3) 
These must be signed in order to 
participate in your trip. 

FF READ FREQUENTLY ASKED  
QUESTIONS (Page 4)  
The FAQs cover everything from 
baggage limitations to vaccinations.   

FF BOOK INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS 
(Page 6) 
Discuss dates and preferences   
with your trip manager. 

FF CONFIRM PASSPORT VALIDITY 
(Page 7)  
Passports must be valid for at least 
six months after your return date.  

FF PURCHASE TRAVEL INSURANCE 
(Page 7)  
Benefits such as coverage for 
pre-existing conditions may only 
be available if you arrange your 
insurance policy within 2 weeks of 
making your deposit.

FF MAKE TRAVEL CLINIC APPOINTMENT 
(Page 9) 
Discuss medical considerations 
with a travel doctor.  

FF MAKE FINAL PAYMENT 
(Page 10)  
Due 90 days prior to departure. 
Credit cards not accepted.  

FF OBTAIN TANZANIA ENTRY VISA 
(Page 11) 
Please note: application timelines 
vary by country.

ACT 
NOW! 90 DAYS

prior to departure

Use this checklist to guide you through a few essential steps that MUST be completed before going on your adventure. 
Please note that the first five items need to be completed NOW. 



FF REVIEW OUR PACKING LIST 
(Page 13)  
Soft-sided duffel bags mandatory. 
Checked bags and carry-on cannot 
exceed 33 pounds.

FF BUDGET FOR YOUR SAFARI 
(Page 20) 
Budget for tips, souvenirs, beverages, 
and emergency funds.  

FF REVIEW ELECTRONICS, BATTERY,  
& COMMUNICATION OPTIONS 
(Page 22) 

60 DAYS
prior to departure

30 DAYS
prior to departure

Use this checklist to guide you through a few essential steps that MUST be completed before going on your adventure. 
Please note that the first five items need to be completed NOW. 



•	 ARRIVAL	IN	TANZANIA
(Page 25)

•	 TIPS	FOR	FLIGHT/BAGGAGE	
DELAYS
(Page 25)

•	 SETTLING	IN
(Page 27)

•	 REVIEW	OUR	SAFARI	TIPS
(Page 29)

•	 KEEP	HEALTHY
(Page 31)

•	 PRACTICE	RESPONSIBLE	TOURISM
(Page 34)

•	 PHOTOGRAPHY	ETIQUETTE	
&	BEST	PRACTICES	
(Page 36)

•	 PURCHASING	SOUVENIRS
(Page 38) 

•	 GIVING	BACK
(Page 39)

EN ROUTE ON SAFARI

PACK THIS BOOK IN YOUR CARRY-ON BAG 
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ACT 
NOW!
Complete Essential Documents 

Read Frequently Asked Questions 

Book International Flights

Confirm Passport Validity 

Purchase Travel Insurance 

tanzania
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To better prepare you for your trip, we’ll be reaching out to provide reminders, 
helpful tips, and instructions along the way. We’ll also be asking you for some 
supplemental information to help the Tanzania team make the final prepara-
tions for your arrival.

NOW:

 F Booking Conditions and Release of Liability 
A link to this form was sent to you upon booking your trip. Forms must 
be completed immediately and are required for participation on any of  
our trips.

LATER: 

 F Traveler Information Form 
We’ll send you this form several months before departure. It covers  
personal information such as dietary or mobility considerations, so we 
can make sure you’re comfortable during your time in Tanzania. 

 F A Photo or Photocopy of Your Passport Information Page 
We’ll ask you for this closer to departure in compliance with hotel and 
national park requirements. 

ESSENTIAL DOCUMENTS
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FAQS
How much baggage is allowed 
on safari? 

There is a 33-pound combined weight 
limit for your checked baggage and 
carry-on, unless otherwise noted on 
your itinerary. Pack a soft-sided duffel 
bag to check and a day pack to carry 
on. Your carry-on should fit under-
neath your seat or on your lap.

Suitcases, rigid frame backpacks, and 
bags with hard frames are not allowed 
on safari – soft-sided duffel bags only. 
Visit our Safari Store for wheeled 
duffel bags.(See Page 13)

Can I store extra baggage and 
equipment exceeding 33 pounds?

As a courtesy to those doing multi-ac-
tivity or multi-destination trips, Thom-
son Safaris will store excess baggage 
for you in Arusha. Please check 
availability with your trip manager.

If you have excess baggage you abso-
lutely need on safari (such as profes-
sional camera gear), please call us to 
purchase additional weight allowance 
for your internal flights. Remember to 
keep money and valuables with you at 
all times.
(See Page 17)

What vaccinations do I need?
Schedule an appointment with a 

travel doctor to discuss vaccinations 
and health concerns.
(See Page 9)

Are there laundry facilities?
Laundry services are available at 

lodges and camps. Please note there 
is a fee, and it’s best to request laun-
dry when staying two nights in one 
location to allow time for drying.
(See Page 17)

Will I have access to email and 
phones?

Ask your cell phone provider about 
service in Tanzania. You will not have 
consistent access to internet, email 
or phones in Nyumba camps. Some 
lodges have access to phones and free 
Wi-Fi, but phone usage is expensive 
and limited. 
(See Page 23)

Are charging stations available? 
Each safari vehicle has power 

inverters, which resemble U.S. wall 
outlets. Charging must be done while 
the vehicles are in use.

Additionally, there are charging  
stations in the lounge tents at the 
Nyumba camps. Please note that nei-
ther power source is appropriate for 
larger items like laptops or hairdryers.
(See Page 22)

Q Q

Q

Q

Q

Q
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Q

Q

Q

Q

Do you accept credit cards for final 
payment?

We do not accept credit cards for 
final payment, but we can accept your 
balance by check, money order, wire 
transfer or electronic funds transfer.
(See Page 10)

How much money should I bring  
with me?

This is a personal decision based on 
your needs. Budget for tips, beverages 
(other than bottled water), souvenirs 
and emergency funds. 
(See Page 20)

What currency should I bring?
Bring U.S. dollars with a series 

date no older than 2013, and without 
tears or marks. Credit cards are ac-
cepted at some lodges and shops,  
but high fees are imposed – typically 
between 6% and 15%. Travelers’ 
checks are not recommended as they 
are not widely accepted.
(See Page 19)

When will I have a chance to buy 
souvenirs and gifts?

You’ll have opportunities at the lodg-
es, international airports and several 
local artisan shops. You may wish to 
purchase larger souvenirs and gifts on 
the last day of your trip so you don’t 
have to carry them on safari.
(See Page 20)

What if my flight is delayed or 
canceled en route to Tanzania?

Your Final Packet will contain detailed 
information regarding flight delays in-
cluding emergency contact numbers, 
which you can share with friends and 
family. Refer to this information, which 
will be sent approximately 30 days 
before departure.

Can I bring hair dryers or similar 
electronic appliances on safari?

We don’t recommend bringing hair 
dryers or similar electronic appliances, 
as there is no electricity in your Nyum-
ba tents, and electricity at lodges is 
not reliable. Dress code is casual and 
relaxed, so carefully-styled hair is not 
necessary. 

Q

Q
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Thomson Safaris can help arrange business class flights from most major U.S. 
cities to Tanzania. Roundtrip flights become available roughly 11 months prior 
to your return flight date, at which point you can email your trip manager for a 
quote. Keep in mind, Thomson Safaris cannot arrange or upgrade flights using 
frequent flyer miles, and accrual of miles is subject to airline program rules at 
the time of ticketing.

The vast majority of our guests fly with Delta/KLM, the only airline offering 
daily direct flights from Europe to Tanzania with connections via Amsterdam 
(from most U.S. cities). For the majority of travelers, this is the most direct and 
convenient flight.

We plan group airport transfers to coordinate with the arrival and departure of 
the Delta/KLM flight from Amsterdam. If you are arriving on flights other than 
your group’s scheduled KLM arrival and departure, you may have to arrange 
private transfers and accommodations at an additional expense.

Booking your Flights with Thomson Safaris
Only business class flights on Delta/KLM can be booked directly through 
Thomson Safaris. For all other flights, including economy air, we can refer you 
to our preferred travel desk for direct assistance.

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS

 F Please book your international flights into Kilimanjaro International 
airport (Airport code: JRO). We suggest Delta/KLM, as these airlines 
offer direct and reliable routing from North America to Tanzania  
via Amsterdam. 

 F Check with us before you purchase a ticket that is non-refundable 
so we can confirm that your arrival and departure coordinate with 
scheduled transfers.

BOOKING FLIGHTS ON YOUR OWN  

a
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We strongly recommend all guests obtain travel insurance. Choose an option 
that includes coverage for emergency medical evacuation and protection from 
unforeseen events that may impact your trip. For example:

• A family member gets sick and you need to cancel or shorten your trip
• You miss a flight connection
• Your baggage is lost or delayed
• Medical emergencies before or during your trip

We all think “it won’t happen to me,” but these things do occasionally happen. 
Please find information on travel insurance in your welcome packet or contact 
Thomson Safaris for more details.

To obtain a Tanzania entry visa, your passport must be valid for at least six 
months after your return date, and it must have two blank facing pages.

If necessary, obtain or renew your passport immediately. You can contact the 
U.S. State Department (travel.state.gov/passport) or your local post office 
(usps.com) for more information. Canadians should inquire with Passport  
Canada (cic.gc.ca).

See page 11 for instructions on obtaining a visa.

TRAVEL INSURANCE

PASSPORT INFORMATION

 F Remember, you cannot depart North America and arrive in Tanzania 
on the same day. You will have to make a flight connection in Europe, 
Africa or the Middle East. 

 F Once booked, please send us your flight itinerary immediately with flight 
numbers and details from the airline. 

If you are arriving on flights other than your group’s scheduled KLM arrival and depar-
ture, you may have to pay for private transfers and additional accommodation costs.
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90 
DAYS
Make Travel Clinic Appointment 

Make Final Payment

Obtain Tanzania Entry Visa

tanzania
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Make an appointment with a travel doctor, as they have specific knowledge 
about your destination, vaccines, and preventative care that your physician may 
not. If you have special health concerns or conditions, we recommend making 
an appointment with your primary care physician as well.  

Frequently Recommended
There are no immunization requirements if you are traveling to Tanzania 
directly from North America via Europe. If your itinerary includes travel to 
Kenya, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Uganda or any other yellow fever endemic countries, 
immigration authorities in Tanzania may require proof of vaccination for yellow 
fever (or an appropriate medical waiver) as a condition of entry. If you are un-
sure of immunization requirements for the countries you are visiting, contact 
the Embassy/Consulate or ask your trip manager for advice.

Many of our past travelers have opted to take the following health precautions: 
• Anti-malarial medication
• Yellow fever vaccination
• Hepatitis A vaccination

Other Considerations
• Tetanus booster
• Measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR), and polio update
• Typhoid fever vaccination
• Hepatitis B vaccination

For More Health Information 
Contact the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) at 800.232.4636 or go online at 
cdc.gov/travel. Navigate to the page specifically about travel in Tanzania for the
most up-to-date information. You can also locate a travel clinic near you.

Please note, the information on the site applies to all visitors to Tanzania,  
including long-term aid workers and others who have more health concerns 
than average tourists. 

See page 31 for tips about keeping healthy on safari.

TRAVEL MEDICINE
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You must obtain an entry visa from the Tanzania Embassy in the United States 
(or Canada, if applicable) no earlier than 90 days prior to departure.

There are several methods available for obtaining this critical document. Please 
discuss the options with your Trip Manager, who will be able to outline the pros 
and cons for you.

How You Can Obtain a Visa by Mail
Make sure your passport is valid for six or more months after the date you 
are scheduled to return home and contains two blank, facing pages. 

Apply for your visa 90 days prior to departure. 
Find the following documents at thomsonsafaris.com/travel-resources: 
• A Tanzania visa application
• A visa information form
• A letter of introduction addressed to the embassy

You will also need: 
• Two passport-sized photos per person
• A copy of your flight itinerary
• A copy of your trip itinerary
• Your PASSPORT so the visa can be stamped inside
• Your visa fee; payable by cashier’s check, Visa or MasterCard
• A prepaid return label and envelope (FedEx, UPS or other trackable service)

Send all the above-mentioned items to the Embassy/High Commission of 
Tanzania (addresses below) via a traceable service with prepaid traceable 
return (e.g., FedEx, UPS, etc.). 

Processing at the embassy may take ten business days. Typical turnaround 
time is two to four weeks, and expedited processing is available for an 
additional fee.

Note on Entry Visa to Kenya:  
Kenya requires a visa for entry. Please consult the Kenya Embassy website  
(www.kenyaembassy.com) for current fees and downloadable applications. 

TANZANIA ENTRY VISA

United States  
Embassy of the United Republic  
of Tanzania      
1232 22nd Street N.W.  
Washington, DC 20037  
Phone: 202.884.1080 or 202.939.6125/27 
www.tanzaniaembassy-us.org 

Canada 
The High Commission for the 
United Republic of Tanzania
50 Range Road
Ottawa, ON K1N 8J4
Phone: 613.232.1509 x26   
www.tzrepottawa.ca

1

2

3
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60 
DAYS
Packing List 

Packing Tips
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Get your belongings together to take inventory of what you still need. Purchase 
travel items and pack your soft-sided duffel bag and day pack. Remember, 
hard-sided luggage is not allowed, and there is a 33-pound combined weight 
limit for your carry-on and duffel.

To make your packing experience easier, some of the items below can be found 
at our Safari Store online (thomson.newheadings.com). Proceeds from every 
purchase are donated to Focus on Tanzanian Communities (FoTZC), our part-
ner philanthropic organization that supports health care, education, women’s 
empowerment and other sustainable initiatives by partnering with Tanzanian 
communities. (See page 39).

PACKING LIST

LUGGAGE

Soft-Sided Duffel Bag
Due to aircraft and vehicle space in Tanzania, your checked luggage must 
be a soft-sided duffel bag no larger than 30”L x 15”W x 15”H, without a rigid 
structure. Wheeled duffels are acceptable if they do not have hard sides. 
Please see our safari store for an appropriate model. Baggage cannot exceed 
33 pounds.

Soft-Sided Day Pack
This bag will serve as your carry-on for international flights and can then be 
used as your day pack while in Tanzania. During your flight to Tanzania, this 
bag should contain one complete change of clothes, medications, essential 
toiletries, binoculars, your camera and other irreplaceable items, like your 
passport, wallet and electronics. 

Spare Foldable Duffel Bag 
If you tend to bring back lots of souvenirs when you travel, pack a small 
spare foldable duffel bag in your main duffel.

Due to aircraft and vehicle restrictions in Tanzania, your checked lug-
gage must be a soft-sided duffel bag no larger than 30"L x 15"W x 15"H, 
without a rigid structure. Weight limit: 33 pounds. 

DUFFELS ONLY!
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LUGGAGE

Soft-sided duffel bag

Soft-sided day pack

Spare foldable duffel bag (if you intend to buy many souvenirs)

CLOTHING

Short-sleeve shirts (1/day)

Long-sleeve shirts (2) (layering, sun/mosquito protection)

Shorts (2)

Convertible, lightweight zip-off pants (2)

Khaki pants or casual skirt (1)

Underwear (1/day) (women may consider bringing sports bras)

Fleece or insulated jacket (for cool nights at Ngorongoro Crater or in Serengeti)

Waterproof windbreaker (or an inexpensive poncho)

Wide-brim, tie-on sun hat

Bathing suit (for lodges with pools)

Lightweight, comfortable sleepwear (personal preference)

FOOTWEAR

Running or walking shoes, or light hikers

Second pair of shoes or sandals

Flip-flops/Teva-type sandals (recommended for use in showers)

Socks (1 pair/day)

LUGGAGE  (Maximum 33lbs. when fully-packed)

CLOTHING

FOOTWEAR
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ESSENTIALS

Travel documents (valid passport with visa, airline tickets, money, and a credit 
card for emergencies)

This Prep Guide and additional items from your Final Packet (sent to you 
30 days before departure)

Flashlight and/or headlamp (with extra batteries)

Sunglasses (100% UV screening w/retainer straps)

Sunscreen and lip balm with SPF 30 +

Mosquito repellent containing DEET (up to 50%)

Citronella based repellent for tsetse flies

Anti-itch cream

Bandanas (3) (these have many uses, including protection from dust)

Hand wipes (1-3 per day per traveler)

Hand sanitizer (1 small bottle)

Toilet kit (toothbrush and paste, biodegradable bodywash, moisturizing lotion, 
small packet of tissues, shaving gear, tampons and panty liners; avoid plastic 
tampon applicators)

Binoculars  
(8x40/42 models are excellent choices; center focus binoculars are best)

Money belt, neck pouch, or fanny pack

Assortment of stuff sacks and zip-lock bags

Spare glasses (contact lens wearers should bring solution and wear glasses when 
it gets dusty)

OPTIONAL ITEMS

Photography gear

Eye drops

Wristwatch or travel alarm clock

Reading material

European and U.K. electrical outlet adapters (for lodge stays)

Ear plugs

ESSENTIALS

OPTIONAL ITEMS
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Heavy fleece jacket       

Down vest

Long underwear

Fleece hat

Gloves or mittens

PERSONAL FIRST AID KIT

Alcohol wipes

Antibiotic ointment (Neosporin) and hydrocortisone

Band-Aids

Tweezers

Ibuprofen, aspirin, or acetaminophen

Cold remedies

Motion sickness medication (if you are susceptible to motion sickness)

A mild laxative

Pepto Bismol, anti-diarrheal pills 

Anti-malarial medication and ciprofloxacin (as advised by a doctor)

Medications you are currently taking

PERSONAL FIRST AID KIT

FOR THOSE CAMPING AT THE EASTERN SERENGETI  
OR NGORONGORO NYUMBA JUNE THROUGH AUGUST:
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ADDITIONAL TIPS
FOR PACKING
Excess Baggage
We know it’s easy to overpack. If your trip includes various activities and destina- 
tions that require you to pack more than 33lbs, excess baggage can be stored for 
you in Arusha. Please note that this option is only available to those coming back 
via Arusha after their trek or safari.

..

Laundry
You will have opportunities to have clothes washed and dried for you for a fee. In 
most camps, and even some lodges, this is done by hand, and laundry is air dried.
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30 
DAYS

Money and Currency 

Budget for Your Safari 

Review Electronics, Battery,  
& Communication Options 
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MONEY & CURRENCY
U.S. dollars are accepted throughout Tanzania; therefore, there is no need  
to exchange U.S. dollars for Tanzanian Shillings. Local vendors and markets  
may not be able to provide change for larger bills, so we advise using small bills  
($1, $5, $10) for small purchases, but $50 and $100 are okay for larger purchases 
and tips.

Travelers’ checks are not recommended, as they are not widely accepted. Canadian 
residents should exchange Canadian dollars for U.S. dollars before departure.  

Credit Cards and ATMs
Credit cards are accepted at some lodges and some higher-end shops; however, 
usage comes with surcharges from 6 to 15 percent. Please do not plan on using 
ATMs in Tanzania, as they are not always available and are only compatible 
with specific bank cards. We advise bringing a credit card for emergency travel 
expenses.    

check your bills

 9 No tears 
 9 No marks
 9 No bills more than 10 years old 
(check series date circled left)

Low denominations ($1, $5, and $10) are best for some tips, beverages, 
and small souvenirs. 

Higher denominations (mainly $20 and some $50 or $100) are best for large 
souvenirs and tips for guides. 

$
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Emergency Funds: With any kind of travel, it’s best to prepare for the 
unexpected. We suggest carrying a credit card and at least $250 in U.S.  
dollars for emergencies. Please note that MasterCard and Visa are more 
widely accepted than American Express, and some merchants require 
chip-enabled cards.

Beverages: For reference, beverage prices at the Nyumba camps are as 
follows: $1 for a bottle of soda, $3 for a bottle of beer, and $15 – $35 for a 
bottle of wine. Prices at lodges are higher. Diet sodas, energy drinks and ice 
are typically not available. 

Souvenirs and Gifts: Small souvenirs such as carved crafts, beaded jewelry, 
T-shirts, Maasai shukas (fabric), etc. often cost less than $20. Larger pieces
of artwork can range significantly, starting around $20 and going up to
hundreds or thousands of dollars.

Tips: Tips for safari guides and camp staff are tokens of added appreciation 
and are customarily given to the people who help provide the best safari 
experience possible. Thomson supports equitable wages; the practice of 
tipping is the norm for the tourism industry in Tanzania. 

1

2

3

4

BUDGET CONSIDERATIONS
How Much Should I Bring? 
Typically, each guest brings around $1,000 – $1,200: 
$400 – $500 cash for souvenirs and beverages, $600 cash for tips, and $250 
emergency cash. Please note many guests choose to bring more, as it may be 
difficult to obtain more cash, but you can always bring extra back home. 

There are four primary expenses you should consider when planning your budget: 

. 
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On Safari, Travelers Will Normally Tip: 
• Head guide
• Each support guide
• Each Nyumba camp crew

(received and distributed by each camp manager)

Your guide will cover all tips for dining service and baggage handling at lodges in 
Northern Tanzania.

sample tipping amounts
$7–$8 per day, per traveler for each of your support guide(s)

$8–$10 per day, per traveler for your head guide

$15 per camping day, per traveler for each Nyumba camp visited

Note: the number of support guides, if any, varies according to the total number of 
guests on safari, and therefore may affect the total amount you wish to tip. We will 
let you know how many support guides will be on your safari two weeks prior to  
your departure.

$
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Charging Batteries on Safari
Nyumba camps are not wired for electricity; however, your room has solar-pow- 
ered lighting, and there’s a solar-powered charging station in each lounge tent. 

Additionally, each vehicle has power inverters and U.S.-style
wall outlets, so you won’t need any special equipment for your small electronic 
devices, such as cameras, batteries and phones. All charging must be done 
while the vehicle is in use. Please note that vehicles and lounge tents are not 
equipped to handle larger items such as laptops.

ELECTRONICS, BATTERIES
& COMMUNICATION

STYLE: U.S. and Canada
PINS: 2
ON SAFARI: Used in safari vehicles and Nyumba camp 
lounge tents

STYLE: UK 
PINS: 3
ON SAFARI: Used at lodges in Arusha and Gibb’s Farm

STYLE:	Europe
PINS: 2
ON SAFARI: Used in Rwanda and on Zanzibar

TYPE A

TYPE G

TYPE C
Images courtesy of www.worldstandards.eu

plug & Socket types
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Consider Buying European and U.K. Outlet Adapters 
At hotels, lodges and some permanent tented camps, you will likely find 
220- volts AC, 50-cycle current. Most modern electronic appliances can operate
on this current – check your devices for the voltage requirements printed on
them. If you would like to charge batteries at lodges, you will need outlet adapters.

Travelers extending their trip to Zanzibar, Ruaha, the Selous, Mahale, Rwanda
or other destinations may need to charge batteries at lodges which have varying 
outlets – European or U.K.-style adapters.

Pack Extra Batteries and Memory Cards 
Bring at least two battery packs — three if you are an avid photographer. Extra 
memory cards are also a good idea. Extra lithium batteries must be packed in 
your carry-on bag for international flights. 

Evaluate Communication Needs 
Nyumba camps do not have internet or phones. Some lodges have internet 
access, but usage is expensive, limited and not dependable. A limited number 
of U.S. cellphone carriers offer coverage in Tanzania, and only a limited number 
of U.S. phones work with East Africa’s satellite system. Contact your cellphone 
provider for more details and rates. Renting a satellite phone is possible. Call us 
for recommendations.

Please note, we do not recommend bringing a laptop computer, as it is heavy (considering 
your limited luggage weight), cumbersome, cannot be charged and must always be kept on 
your person.
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en route
Arrival in Tanzania

Tips for Flight or Baggage Delays

Airport Map

Settling in tanzania
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• Keep your luggage with you until you meet your guide
After getting your bag from the baggage claim area, you may be ap-
proached by porters who, looking for tips, will try to carry your bags or
load them onto carts. Kindly say, “no thank you” or in Swahili, “hapana
asante.” Your guide is only a few steps beyond customs and will carry
your bags if you wish.

• Upon exiting, look for a Thomson Safaris placard to identify your guide
It can get crowded in the arrivals area, with guides from many different
companies awaiting travelers. Your guide will hold up a placard with the
Thomson Safaris logo.

• You may need to wait while other travelers in your group arrive
Your guide will check off the names of travelers as they arrive. Please do
not leave the terminal. Once everyone is gathered, your guide will lead
you to the vehicles nearby.

• If your flight is delayed or canceled, local airport staff are in the best
position to assist you. Remain calm, clear and polite and ask about same-
day options, like flying via another African hub, such as Nairobi, with
continuing service to Kilimanjaro airport.

• Contact Thomson Safaris with new flight details (airline, flight number
and ETA):
Weekdays during U.S. business hours: 800-235-0289 or 617-923-0426
During off-hours text, call or leave a message at: 617-610-7990
In Africa, text or call: 255 754 755 681

• Thomson Safaris will greet you at the airport and take you to your lodge.
Catching up with your group may require a few extra logistics but will be
doable. Good travel insurance will cover most fees associated with flight
delays and trip interruption.

• In case of lost or delayed baggage:
File a claim at the airport’s lost luggage office. Provide your claim infor-
mation to the Thomson Safaris staff member at the airport. Your guide
will keep you informed about the status of your bags.

ARRIVAL IN TANZANIA

FLIGHT OR BAGGAGE DELAYS
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• Get to know your driver
The drive from the airport to your lodge is approximately 60 minutes.
This is a great time to start asking some of your preliminary questions,
engaging in conversation and getting to know everyone as you settle in
to Tanzania.

• Set your watch to Tanzanian time
From early March to October, Tanzania is 7 hours ahead of North America
(EDT). From November to early March, it is an 8-hour difference (EST).
It is best to set your watch while on the plane or on the ride to your lodge.
Ask your guide for the time if necessary.

• Notify your guide if you have excess baggage you want to store
Thomson Safaris can store excess baggage you bring for pre- or
post-safari travel. This service is offered as a courtesy to travelers, and
luggage is stored at your own risk. This may not be possible if you have
additional flights within Tanzania before or after your safari. Please notify
your trip manager ahead of time if you intend to store luggage.

• Keep money and valuables with you at all times
There is no need to be overly concerned about your valuables. However,
for peace of mind, do not keep them in stored luggage or leave them in
your room.

• Use only purified water for drinking and brushing your teeth
Place a water bottle in the sink as a reminder not to use the tap for brush-
ing your teeth in the morning. 

• Enjoy your first night of rest
Your guide will facilitate the check-in process and let you know the meet- 
ing time for tomorrow. You will have a full safari briefing in the morning,
and then the true adventure begins!

SETTLING IN
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• Prepare for some bumpy rides
Your safari vehicles are tough and your drivers are experts, but the roads
can be rough. If you have a medical condition that can be aggravated by
rough roads, consult with your doctor. Bringing a seat cushion or lumbar
back brace and sitting near the front of the safari vehicle can help.

• Use bandanas and moist towelettes when it’s dusty
It can get dusty out there, especially in the dry season (July-October).
Sometimes, you may even want to tie a bandana over your mouth when
the dust is extreme.

• Bring a wide-brim hat, sunscreen lotion (SPF 30+), and lip balm (SPF 15+)
Jua kali. That’s a Swahili phrase used in Tanzania, meaning “fierce sun.”
If you’ve ever experienced the equatorial sun before, you understand.

• Avoid packing white, black, dark blue or bright colored clothes
Some colors aren’t best to wear on safari. Whites tend to get dirty/dusty
quickly. Black and dark blue tend to attract tsetse flies. Bright colors don’t
attract predators, but they do stand out to the wildlife. Muted colors, like
beiges, khakis, and greens work well.

• Drink plenty of water
It’s easy to become dehydrated while on safari. Complimentary drinking
water will be readily available in your safari vehicle, and you will also be
able to purchase other drinks at lodges and camps.

• Don’t be embarrassed; everyone needs to use the restroom
Let your guide know early if you need to stop somewhere for a restroom 
break. He will find an appropriate place to stop or find a restroom in the 
park. More often than not, other members of the group may also need 
to go!

• Be in the moment, and don’t worry about missing out
If you’re not feeling energetic or simply want a break from the vehicles,
feel free to stay at camp or at your lodge for the morning or afternoon.
It’s a great opportunity to slow down, listen to the wilderness and enjoy
unparalleled peace.

• Expect some areas to be popular
As a Thomson guest, you have exclusive access to certain locations but
be prepared for a few places to be quite popular with other safari-goers.
For example: Ngorongoro Crater, which is a UNESCO World Heritage
Site, attracts visitors from all nations to a very small area.

GENERAL SAFARI TIPS
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• Pack hand sanitizer, moist towelettes and travel-sized toilet paper 
Park restrooms often do not have toilet paper and, while your guide carries  
a roll of toilet paper in the vehicle, it’s nice to have a very small supply of  
your own. 

• Prepare for a temperate climate
The weather in Tanzania is quite comfortable with the warmest
temperatures in December through March and the coolest in June
through August. If you are staying in the Eastern Serengeti or on the
Ngorongoro Crater rim (7,000-foot elevation), we suggest bringing warm
layers for chilly mornings and evenings which can be in the 40s June
through August!

• Respect wildlife and park rules
The rules in parks, reserves and conservation areas protect you, the wild-
life and the environment. Please respect these rules to ensure that you,
your safari companions and future generations can enjoy all Tanzania has
to offer.

• Respect animals’ space and habitats
We know you’re going to get excited when spotting a pride of lions for the
first time but try to express such excitement quietly. Situations when you
especially want to be quiet and remain at a safe distance include:

• When animals are mating
• When a predator is on a hunt or eating a kill
• When a mother has a young animal beside her
• When animals are in the middle of the road
• When a lone male (buffalo, lion, elephant, etc.) is near

• Do not walk outside the boundaries of your lodge or camp at any time
Wildlife populations are dense, so use common sense by not wandering
off unguided. “Askaris” (watchmen) patrol the grounds at night, and your
guides will accompany you on any walks around or outside camp.

• Bring your headlamp/flashlight to dinner
Most guests enjoy sitting by the fire before or after dinner, but remember
there will only be the soft, ambient light of the stars to guide you back to
your tent. The camp crew will also be happy to escort you.

• Use good old-fashioned common sense in cities
Be respectful of the culture, do not flaunt jewelry or valuables, keep a
money pouch or belt hidden from view, and be firm but polite when de-
clining offers of CDs, souvenirs or other unwanted requests.
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BUGS AND MALARIA

• Pack repellent with 30-50% DEET
This is heavy-duty repellent that you will want to try out at home if you
have particularly sensitive skin. If you are traveling with young children,
you will want to consult with a doctor about a more appropriate repellent.

• To avoid tsetse flies, try citronella-based repellents
The tsetse fly (pronounced TEET-see) is an annoying insect that is active
during daylight hours and can be found in Tarangire, Ruaha, Selous, and
the Serengeti. In tsetse-prone areas it’s best to wear lighter colored cloth-
ing and use citronella-based repellent.

• Wear long sleeves, pants and socks when mosquitoes are active
The key times to consider are the hours before dawn, at dusk and at night.

• Don’t invite the mosquitoes in
Use mosquito netting in lodges and make sure your tent zippers are always 
closed while at the Nyumbas. Also, if you are enjoying your evening meal or 
relaxing by the fire at night, do not leave the solar light on in your Nyumba; 
it will attract a host of unwanted bugs outside your door.

• Speak immediately with your head guide if you feel ill
If you experience fever, chills, sweats, headache, body-aches, nausea,
vomiting or fatigue, alert your guide. Meals can be adjusted if you have an
upset stomach, or your guide can seek medical assistance if necessary.

KEEPING HEALTHY
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TUMMY TROUBLES 

• Eat your fruits and vegetables
Chefs and staff at Nyumba camps are highly trained in the careful and
hygienic preparation of food, and we often get requests for recipes! It is
safe to eat raw fruits and vegetables at Nyumba camps, but your guide
may alert you not to eat raw foods at certain lodges.

• Be prepared if stomach issues strike
When traveling, it’s always a good idea to bring Imodium, Pepto Bismol
or even prescription medications like Ciprofloxacin, all of which you
should discuss with your doctor.

• Stay hydrated
Complimentary drinking water is always on hand in your vehicle and in
camps, so take advantage of it as often as you like. Never drink or brush
your teeth with tap water.

• Try not to ingest water while showering
This is a simple rule that many of us forget, but it’s important to try to
keep your mouth closed while showering.

• Please wash your hands often
Always wash your hands before meals, before brushing your teeth and
after using the bathroom.

• Pack hand sanitizer for washing while you are on the road
Moist towelettes are particularly handy, since they give you both germ-kill- 
ing power and a cloth-like surface onto which you can rub your hands.

• Ask Nyumba staff for warm water at any time
Staff will automatically provide hot water, soap and hand towels to your
tent verandah table each morning and before every meal, but you can
request more at any time. Also, simply let them know anytime you would
like a shower.
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KEEP FIT ON SAFARI

• Use the Keep Fit Kits while staying at Nyumba camps
Keep Fit Kits include resistance tubes of varying strength, a yoga mat,
a jump rope and an exercise ball. The best time to use the kits is early
morning before safari or early evening before dinner. If it is not readily
visible, just ask the camp manager or your guide where to find the kit.

• Enjoy your meals; there will be more than enough to eat
Guests often compliment us on the quality of food on safari and many
eat more on safari than they do at home! If you are being served, always
feel free to tell servers when you have had enough. While staff members
speak English, you can even try a little Swahili: Inatosha, asante (Enough,
thank you).

• Maximize your rest stops by getting out of the vehicle to stretch and walk
If you’re feeling restless in the vehicle, ask your guide for appropriate times 
and places where you might get out and stretch your legs.

“I can’t believe that the kitchens at all the camps can produce 

such great food. The camp crews are so responsive to your needs. 

Sometimes it is like they know what you want before you do.”

– David C.

“The food at all locations was outstanding! We are foodies, and 

were amazed by what the chefs were able to do.”

– Skip & Vicki K.

FIVE STAR REVIEWS!
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• Learn about your destination
Simply by reading this booklet and learning about Tanzania, you have
taken the first step toward being a responsible and ethical traveler. For
example, trying out just a few phrases of Swahili works wonders.

• Refrain from making empty promises
If you are approached by someone who asks for a contribution to one of
their projects, a gift, or even correspondence from North America, we do
not suggest saying “yes” or even “maybe” just to be polite. Being clear and
direct with “no thank you” will suffice.

• Wear appropriate clothing
In the cities and towns, long pants and at least knee-length shorts or
longer skirts and dresses are the norm. You can be more relaxed while
in national parks on safari; however, wearing at least knee-length shorts
is more appropriate for villages and during cultural activities. In Zanzi-
bar and other predominantly Muslim areas, dress is more conservative.
However, that does not apply to beach resorts where you can dress as you
would on any beach in North America.

• Be aware of different personal space norms
This is a fascinating cultural difference; it is common for Tanzanian male
friends to hold hands and for friends and acquaintances to show physical
signs of affection. Personal space is much closer than in the U.S. However,
excessive public displays of affection between couples are taboo.

• Bargain but don’t go overboard
At some shops, bargaining is the norm. Definitely make an offer and coun- 
teroffer, as you can sometimes drop the price 30 percent. But it’s normal
and acceptable for you to pay more than what a Tanzanian would pay for
the same item. That’s part of being a traveler in any country.

• Go beyond the footprints and photographs rule
Take only photographs and leave only footprints: do not litter, disturb plant
life or take anything from the wild. If you have any trash, no matter how
small, please dispose of it in a trash receptacle or gather it in a plastic bag
for later disposal.

TIPS FOR RESPONSIBLE 
TOURISM
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• Prepare for possible culture shock
Even veteran travelers sometimes experience degrees of culture shock.
Your senses will be engaged on every level.  You will also witness
varying levels of poverty that may be jarring.  Simply relax into the
journey and always feel free to ask if you have questions about what you
are experiencing.

• Remove any unneeded packaging from items you are bringing on safari
Generally, you can recycle packaging in your home country while you
cannot do so in Tanzania.

• Keep any used batteries until you return home
Tanzania does not yet have recycling programs that will handle hazardous
materials such as batteries. There are many resources for properly dispos- 
ing of old batteries within North America.

• Do not purchase souvenirs with coral or endangered animal products
It is illegal to take these items out of Tanzania and doing so encourages
further illegal activity.
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• Always ask Tanzanians if you can take their photo
Make sure they understand you and take your time if they do not speak 
English. Respect their wishes. Refrain from taking photos of people from 
your safari vehicle without asking. Just imagine how uncomfortable you 
might feel if a stranger took photos of you without your permission. 

• Be especially respectful to ask the Maasai to take their photos
Many Maasai believe that tourists are exploiting and making money from
their images, as these images have become so popular. Others may feel
culturally violated. When in doubt, ask your guide for advice.

• Please do not pay to take someone’s photograph
When you ask for permission to take an amateur photograph, you may get
a request for money.  Simply decline the photo opportunity. As harmless
as such a transaction might seem, it will result in more people demanding
money for photos.

• Contact Thomson Safaris if you will take professional photography or video
There are strict requirements/fees imposed by the Tanzanian government.

• Remain patient and quiet while photographing wildlife
You won’t want to scare off animals or make the trip unpleasant for
other travelers.

• Do not use flash photography when photographing wildlife
This causes unnecessary stress to the animals.

• Make sure you are not taking photographs in a prohibited area
Prohibited areas include military or government convoys and installations,
police outposts, prisons, airports, border posts, government buildings, or
near anyone in uniform. If unsure, ask your guide.

• Pace yourself and do not take too many photographs early on
You might miss seeing and experiencing things if your eye is constantly
behind the lens.

BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY 
ETIQUETTE & TIPS
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• Early on, examine souvenirs and items to begin comparing prices
and quality
You will make better purchasing judgments while on safari or when you
return to Arusha for more shopping. There are beautifully crafted goods
available for purchase in Tanzania, including Makonde woodcarvings,
Maasai beadwork, masks, basketry, gemstones, fabrics and batiks. Quality
and prices vary.

• Tanzanite is a brilliant violet gemstone found only in Tanzania
Like other rare gems, Tanzanite can be expensive. If gems are of interest
to you, you may wish to do a bit of research on Tanzanite and then budget
accordingly.

• Please do not arrange international shipping with stores.
Shipping costs can be double the original store quote, and merchandise
can arrive damaged. Although shipping is at your own risk, past guests
have found that using DHL has been the most reliable. Thomson Safaris
and its agents are not responsible for any goods purchased or shipped.

• Make sure you do not purchase illegal products
Many species of flora and fauna are declining in numbers because of
habitat destruction, while others are declining due to direct exploitation. It
is illegal in the U.S. to import ivory, many furs, coral, tortoise shell, reptile
skins, feathers or plants.

Contact TRAFFIC for more information on illegal products
TRAFFIC (U.S.) c/o the World Wildlife Fund
1250 24th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037
202-293-4800
tna@wwfus.org
www.traffic.org

SOUVENIRS 
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• If you want to give a gift, find the right time and place
Appropriate times include when you visit a school or a family for a cultural
activity. Please talk with your guide, who will present gifts on your behalf to
the necessary authority. Remember these should be seen simply as tokens
of your appreciation and not as charity.

• For schools, consider the following gifts
We recommend trying to make a small contribution to a school, as
opposed to individual students. Gifts should be given to a headmaster to
ensure fair distribution.

• Book bags
• Backpacks
• Pencils and pens
• Maps of the world
• Rulers
• Small solar-powered calculators
• Photo of American pen pals and family

• Consider donating to an organization that is making a difference in Tanzania
Thomson Safaris has a close relationship with Focus on Tanzanian Com- 
munities (FoTZC), which was started in 1997 by Judi Wineland, co-founder
of Thomson Safaris, and past travelers. FoTZC is a 501(c)(3) charity that
partners with Tanzanian communities to overcome economic and social
challenges. FoTZC is building future leaders and helping communities adapt 
to social changes through sustainable projects that improve education,
support women’s economic empowerment, and provide clean water and
healthcare. Many of these projects can be visited on our safari itineraries.
For more information, or if you wish to make a tax-deductible contribution,
please contact FoTZC at:

Focus on Tanzanian Communities
   c/o Thomson Safaris
   14 Mount Auburn Street
   Watertown, MA 02472

   www.fotzc.org
   info@fotzc.org

GIVING BACK

Proceeds from all purchases at our online Safari Store go directly to 
Focus on Tanzania Communities.  
Check out the Safari Store at ThomsonSafaris.com

GEAR UP!
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